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Lesson 75. 
 

#CDawRkêpai[ 
 

The very first line in the Bhagavad Geeta foxed me. What in the Good 

Lord's name was yuyuTsv> ?  It looked like a singular form of some noun but if 

that was the case, then why smveta> ? Back to the drawing board. It MUST 

be plural and therefore like gurv> , So the singular was naturally yuyuTsu> , 

The dictionary helped immensely. yuyuTsu> was 'a person desirous of fighting.'  

(yaeÏum! #CDu>) , And when light entered this mind, more examples turned up. 

One desirous of moksha: mumu]u>   (maeKtum! #CDu>) 

One desirous of knowing: ij}asu> (}atum! #CDu>) 

One desirous of eating: bu_au]u>  (_aaeKtum! #CDu>) 

One desirous of hearing: zuïU;u>  (ïaetum! #CDu>) 
 

mumu]u> Xyan< kraeit , 

Ah< ij}asu< vNde , 

yuyuTsui_a> sh pa{fva> kué]eÇm! AgCDn! , 

bu_au]ve _aaejn< ddatu , 

 
Inference 1: Some letters were getting "doub-doubled." 
Inference 2: If these were adjectives describing people, then there MUST 
be noun form. 
True enough. I got to hear about these: 
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The desire to fight: yuyuTsa (yaeÏum! #CDa) , 

The desire for moksha: mumu]a (maeKtum! #CDa) , 

The desire to know: ij}asa (}atum! #CDa) , 

The desire for food: bu_au]a (_aaeKtum! #CDa) , 

The desire to listen: zuïu;a (ïaetum! #CDa) , 
 

yid miy ij}asa AiSt tihR piQtu< zKnaeim , 

vne piræmNt< balk< bu_au]a Vyakulm! Akraet! , 

sveR;a< ùid mumu]a n vtRte , 

vE*Sy zuïu;ya @v ASvSwSy mn> zaiNt< àaPnaeit , 

 
Inference 3: With this fantastic capacity of words to turn into anything and 
everything, could there be verb forms too? 
Naturally. 

yuyuTste, mumu]it / mumu]te, ij}aste, bu_au]it / bu_au]te, zuïU;te , 

iz:y> ZlaekawR< ij}aste , 

¢I:mkale t&;atR> balk> jl< ippasit , 

k[R> AjuRn< yuyuTste , 
 

Inference 4: Whether the verbs would be prSmEpdm! or AaTmnepdm! depended 

on whether it's basic xatu> was a prSmEpdm or an AaTmnepdm! or an %_aypdm! 

xatu> , 
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Inference 5: The above possible permutations… adjective, noun, verb, must 

be possible for all the 1943 basic xatu> , Yipes!!  

 
How are these words created? There is the necessity of doubling the first 

v[R> (or the addition of a related v[R> to the root first letter) in the xatu> to 

convey "desire." So whenever you see that doubling, you may classify those 

words as #CDawRkêpai[ , There is no need at the moment to figure out how 

to create them. Let me, instead, give you an oft used list to help you identify 
them in classical texts, our stotras and shlokas. 
 
 
 
 
Note:  
There is wonderful book that you can refer to for all your verb related 

questions. It is called b&hÏatukusumakr> (caEoMba s<Sk&t àit:Qan / idLlI /  

collected and edited by p<. hrekaNt imï>). It costs Rs 400/- . It gives you 

every single form of every single verb in the universe (a slight exaggeration 
but the books are worthy of such praise). 

It's twin b&hCDBdkusumakr>, gives you declensions of every noun in the 

universe. Cost price = Rs 200/-.  
 
Now,  our list:  

Our xatu s are listed g[ wise.  

xatu lq!. t&. pu / @. v. ivze;[ nam 
    

ij 1. p. jItna ijgI;it ijgI;u ijgI;a 
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_aU 1. p. haena  bu_aU;it bu_aU;U> bu_aU;a 

d̄z! 1. p. deona idd¯]te  (have no idea 

why a prSmEpdm! has 

become AaTmnepdm! 
here. 

Better to remember 
just the form ) 

idd¯]u> idd¯]a 

gE 1. p. gana  ijgasit ijgasu> ijgasa 

vNd! 1. Aa. vNdna 

krna 

ivviNd;te ivviNd;u> ivviNd;a 

pa 1. p. pIna  ippasit  ippasu> ippasa 

yt! 1. Aa. àyTn 

krna 

iyyit;te iyyit;u> iyyit;a 

r]! 1. p. r][ 

krna 

irri];it irri];u> irri];a 

Svad! 1. Aa. Svad 

lena 

isSvaid;te  isSvaid;u> isSvaid;a 

t © 1. p. tErna ittI;Rit ittI;uR> ittI;aR 

³If! 1. p. oelna ic³Iif;it   ic³Iif;u> ic³Iif;a 

Aq! 1. p. _aqkna Aiqiq;it Aiqiq;u> Aiqiq;a 

ºa 1. p. su'!"na  ijºasit  ijºasu> ijºasa 
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nI 1. %. le jana  innI;it/ innI;te innI;u> innI;a 

i_a]! 1. Aa. ma~gna  ibi_ai];te ibi_ai];u> ibi_ai];a 

mud! 1. Aa. AanNd 

Anu_av krna   

mumiud;te / mumaeid;te  mumiud;u> mumiud;a 

ù 1. %. le jana  ijhI;Rit , ijhI;Rte   ijhI;uR> ijhI;aR 

éd! 2. p. raena  ééid;it ééid;u> ééid;a 

Sna 2. p. Snan 

krna  

isSnasit isSnasu> isSnasa 

vc! 2. p. baelna  ivv]it ivv]u> ivv]a 

ya 2. p. jana iyyasit iyyasu> iyyasa 

_aI 3. p. frna ib_aI;it ib_aI;u> ib_aI;a 

ha 3. p. )E<kna ijhasit ijhasu> ijhasa 

da 3. p. dena idTsit, idTste idTsu> idTsa 

xa 3. p. rona ixTsit, ixTste ixTsu> ixTsa 

n&t! 4. p. nacna innitR;it  innitR;u> innitR;a 

yux! 4. Aa. lfna yuyuTste yuyuTsu> yuyuTsa 

Aap! 5. p. àaPt 

haena 

$Psit $Psu> $Psa 

ïu 5. p. sunna zuïU;te zuïU;u> zuïU;a 

k&;! 5. p. k;R[ ickI;Rit ickI;uR> ickI;aR 
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krna 

s&j! 6. p. %TpNn 

krna 

iss&]it iss&]u> iss&]a 

idz! 6. %. idoana idid]it , idid]te idid]u> idid]a 

muc! 6. %. Daefna mumu]it , mumu]te mumu]u> mumu]a 

_aÃ! 7. p. taefna ib_a'!]it ib_a'!]u> ib_a'!]a 

iDd! 7. p. taefna iciCDTsit iciCDTsu> iciCDTsa 

i_ad! 7. %. taefna ibi_aTsit , ibi_aTste ibi_aTsu> ibi_aTsa 

_auj! 7. %. oana bu_au]it , bu_au]te bu_au]u> bu_au]a 

k& 8. p. krna  ickI;Rit ickI;uR> ickI;aR 

k& 8. Aa. krna  ickI;Rte ickI;uR> ickI;aR 

bNx! 9. p. baNxna  ib_aNTsit ib_aNTsu> ib_aNTsa 

m&d! 9. p. crush, 

destroy, kill, 
sueeze. 

immidR;it immidR;u> immidR;a 

¢h! 9. %. lena  ij"&]it , ij"&]te ij"&]u> ij"&]a 

³I 9. %. orIdna  ic³I;it , ic³I;te ic³I;u> ic³I;a 

pUj! 10. %.  pUja 

krna  

pupUjiy;it , pupUjiy;te pupUjiy;u> pupUjiy;a 

icNt!  10. %.  

icNtn krna  

icicNtiy;it 

,icicNtiy;te 

icicNtiy;u> icicNtiy;a 
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rc! 10. p. rcna  irrciy;it irrciy;u> irrciy;a 

m&g! 10. Aa. FU~Fna imm&giy;te imm&giy;u> imm&giy;a 
 
 
 

Worksheets. 
 

A.) A few exercises will help you put your understanding into action. 
And the best kind will be if you can form sentences of all three forms for all 
the nouns listed above. 
 
B.) Read and understand: 

1. yuyuTsv> kué]eÇe ikm! AkuvRt? (1: 1) 

2. bu_au]v> DaÇa> ANn]eÇ< xaviNt , 

3. yaegm! Aaéé]ae> kmRyaeg> saxnm! , (6: 3) 

4. yaegSy ij}asu> Aip %XvR< gCDit , (6: 44) 

5. laeks'!¢h< ickI;uR> ivÖan! kmR kraeit , (3: 25) 

6. AzuïU;ve n #d< vaCym! , (18: 67) 

7. ivrKtSy mumu]ae> %pin;Tsu Aixkar> , 

8. mumu;aeR> ka (AiNtma) #CDa _avet! ? 

9. AiSmn! Zlaeke kve> ka ivv]a Syat! ? 

10. tTTvSy ivivid;ya keict! kmR s<NySyiNt , 

11. miy inÔam! #CDit , mzkana< rKtippasa , 

12. nickets> AaTmanm! %iÎZy bubuTsa , 
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13. kuM_ak[RSy (%iTwtSy) bu_au]a du:pUra , 

14. ivZvêp< idd¯]u> kaENtey> va:[eRy< àawRyte , (11: 3) 

15. SvgR< ijgim;U[a< i³yasu @v AasiKt> , (2: 43) 

16. maya< ittI;uR> $ñrmev àp*te , (7: 14) 

17. vedan! ippiQ;u> guém! @v Ai_agCDet! , 

18. vedaNtan! VyaicOyasu> ïI z»r> ïI gaeivNdpadE> Anu}at> , 

19. iv*ePsu> suo< Tyjet!, suoePsu> iv*a< Tyjet! ,  

20. _aaegvStu;u ijhasa vEraGy< kWyte , (Vivekchudamani 21) 

21. jgt! iss&]u äü tp> AtPyt , 
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Lesson 76. 

_aavvack - s<}a ,  

Abstract nouns 
 
You are already familiar with abstract nouns and use them very often. This 
lesson is a quick recap of what you know. With the new additions, I have 
tried to add as many words as you might need to know about. Relax..... 
whenever you wish to create an abstract noun and are not sure when to add 

which àTyy ,  try your luck with all then cross-refer a dictionary to see 

which word is accurate. The idea here is to be able to recognize the 

_aavvack - s<}a when you see it. 

 

 5 different àTyy s tell you that these words are _aavvack - s<}a. They may 

end in  

1. Tvm!  

2. ta 

3. y 

4. #mn!   
 

You may add any one of these àTyy s to some words to create a _aavvack - 

s<}a , To others only one of the above may apply. Let us not get too much 

into the details of which of the two rules apply. Let's simply learn to 
recognize them in texts. Eventually, we can cover the "hows and whys" in 
special shibirs. 
 

An addition of y / A to some words does not change the meaning of the 

original word. Just a few examples for you to go by 
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bNxu  baNxv> 

à}  àa}> 

r]s!  ra]s! 

ké[a  kaé{ym! 

ctuvR[R  catuvR{yRm! 

sena  sENym! 

smIp  samIPym! 

iÇlaek  ÇElaeKym! 
 

A few explanations: 

1. and 2. The addition of Tvm!  or Tva  to the word makes the former a npu<  

(g&hvt!) and the latter a SÇI (rmavt!) , 

l"u   l"uTvm!  l"uta 

gué  guéTvm!  guéta 

ivÖs!   ivÖTvm!  ivÖta  

 Do the same for: äaü[, ]iÇy, zUÔ, hIn, dIn, mUoR, ioNn, du:q, mht! , 
 

There is a small exception to the above rule. In dev the addition of ta does 

not interfere with the original meaning of the word. And in the following 

words, the addition of ta means a multitude. 

¢am, jn, bNxu, shay, gj , 

¢amta = a multitude of villages. 
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3. Addition of y . Make a v&iÏ of the first Svr and a laep of the ending A, 

        zUr   zaEyRm! 

suNdr  saEdyRm! 

xIr  xEyRm! 

suo  saEOym! 

ivÏs!  vEdu:ym!  

Do the same for: äaü[,ivdGx, kiv, mxur, ctur, inpu[,dIn, su_a, m¼l, 

zuKl, k&:[, d̄F, c ;f!gu[ , 
 

4. Addition of #mn!.  
Look at the example below and use it for all the other words listed. 
 

To the  root word,  an adjective, make  a laep of the ending Svr  if there 

is one. Add the #mn!. If there is a \ in the word, it gets converted into a 

r! , The root word will be, for example, mihmn! , The àwma iv_aiKt> is 

mihma and is always puiLl¼I , 

l"u  li"mn!  li"ma 

gué   girmn!  girma 

mht!  mihmn!  mihma 

m&du  èidmn!  èidma 

A[u  Ai[mn!  Ai[ma  
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Do the same for:  tnu, pqu, Svadu, d̄F, zIt, %:[, jf, mxur , 
 

5. Words ending in #, % or \, with a ÿSv Svr before those listed, need an A 

added to them to convert them into _aavvack-s<}a s.  

zuic  zaEcm! 

muin  maEnm! 

p&wu  pawRvm! 
 

6. Words ending in pit, puraeiht or the word rajn! by itself..... Do a v&iÏ of 

the first Svr then add the y , 

senapit  sEnapTym! 

puraeiht  paEraeihTym! 

rajn!   raJym! 
 

6. àa[I, jaitvack, Aayuvack words, add an A , 

Añ  Aañm! 

kumar  kaEmarm! 

ikzaer   kEzaerm! 

yuvn!   yaEvnm! 
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Lesson 77. 

ilq! lkar , 
The "unseen" past tense. 

 
 
The Bhagavad Geeta is THE source for all our Sanskrit questions..... besides 

being revered as a " mae]daykzaSÇm!" , 
 

ïI_agvan! %vac , You will have come across that form of the verb many a 

time in the course of your study of the Geeta. 
 

We have covered, so far, 5 different lkar s - lq!, laeq!, l'!, l&q!, ivixil'! , 

%vac, ilq! lkar is also known as prae]- _aUtkal> ,  
 
It is used in the following situations: 

1. You wish to talk about something that happened so long ago that you 
have not seen it happen. 

2. It may have been in the recent past but you personally have not seen 
it. 

3. The event may have happened even when you are around, but you have 
been unaware of it. 

 

I'd classify the %vac under point 2 here. Personally, I don't believe that we 

will ever need to use these forms during sM_aa;[ , But since one of our 

goals has been to be able to decipher shlokas and stotras, we need to be 
familiar with what these words look like. 
 
Just a list of a few words most commonly found in literature, will be enough.  
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xatu ilq! t&.pu.@.v ilq! t&.pu. iÖ.v ilq! t&.pu.b.v 
    

k& (p. p.) ckar c³tu> c³u> 

k& (Aa. p.) c³e c³ate ci³re 

_aU b_aUv b_aUvtu> b_aUvu> 

As! b_aUv b_aUvtu> b_aUvu> 

Aap! Aap Aaptu> Aapu> 

# #yay $ytu> $yu> 

kup! cukaep cukuptu> cukupu> 

i]p! ic]ep ici]ptu> ici]pu> 

on! coan contu> conu> 

gd! talk jgad jgdtu> jgdu> 

gm! jgam jGmtu> jGm> 

nI innay inNytu> inNyu> 

àCD! pàCD pàCDtu> pàCDu> 

bux(p. p.) bubaex bubuxtu> bubux>u 

bux(Aa. p.) bubuxe bubuxate bubuxu> 

mn! mene menate meinre 

muc! mumaec mumuctu> mumucu> 

ya yyaE yytu> yyu> 
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¢h! (p. p.) j¢ah jg&htu> jg&hu> 

¢h! (Aa. p.) jg&he jg&hate jg&ihre 

_aa;! 1 b_aa;e b_aa;ate b_aai;re 

cr! ccar certu> ceé> 

tu;! tutae; tutu;tu> tutu;u> 

da ddaE ddtu> ddu> 

da dde ddate didre 

d¯z! ddzR dd̄ztu> dd̄zu> 

NnNd! nnNd nnNdtu> nnNdu> 

Nnm! nnam nemtu> nemu> 

yux! yuyuxe yuyuxate yuyuixre 

r_a! re_ae re_aate rei_are 

Vm! reme remate reimre 

éd! éraed éédtu> éédu> 

l_a! le_ae le_aate lei_are 

ilo! illeo ililotu> ililou> 

vc! %vac ^ctu> ^cu> 

vs! %vas ^;tu> ^;u> 

vh! %vah ^htu> ^hu> 
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v&x! vv&xe vv&xate vv&ixre 
 
Some verbs are not declined in the manner above. They are formed 

differently.....  just as you would have done a zyn< kraeit, you can have the 

following forms using the k& / _aU xatu , Add the p.p. k& / _aU xatu endings if the 

xatu  is p.p. Add the Aa.p.k& / _aU xatu endings if the xatu  is Aa.p. This, 

however, cannot be done with every verb. And it is impossible to present 
everything here. 
 
Our effort is simply to help you recognize these words when you come 
across them. 
 

xatu> ilq! t&.pu.@.v ilq! t&.pu. iÖ.v ilq! t&.pu.b.v 
    

$]! (Aa.p.) $]aÂ³e $]aÂ³ate $]aÂi³re 
 $]aMb_aUv $]aMb_aUvtu> $]aMb_aUvu> 
 $]amas $]amastu> $]amasu> 
    

Similarly:    

kw! kwyaÂkar 

kwyaÂ³e 

kwyaÂ³tu> 

kwyaÂ³ate 

kwyaÂ³u> 

kwyaÂi³re 
 kwyaMb_aUv kwyaMb_aUvtu> kwyaMb_aUvu> 
 kwyamas kwyamastu> kwyamasu> 
    

pUj! pUjyaÂkar pUjyaÂ³tu> pUjyaÂ³u> 
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 pUjyaÂ³e pUjyaÂ³ate 

 
pUjyaÂi³re 

 
 pUjyaMb_aUv pUjyaMb_aUvtu> 

 
pUjyaMb_aUvu> 

 
 pUjyamas pUjyamastu> 

 
pUjyamasu> 

 

à + AwR! àawRyaÂkar 

àawRyaÂ³e 

àawRyaÂ³tu>  

àawRyaÂ³ate 

àawRyaÂ³u> 

àawRyaÂi³re 
 àawRyaMb_aUv àawRyaMb_aUvtu> àawRyaMb_aUvu> 
 àawRyamas àawRyamastu> àawRyamasu> 
    

 
 

Worksheets. 
Just read and understand: 

ilq! lkar  

1. k&:[ajuRnaE z'!oaE àdXmtu> , (1: 14) 

2. ddah l'!ka maéit> , (ramay[) 

3. AïUi[ mumaec jankI , (ramay[) 

4. puÇan! ddzR pa{fv> , (1: 23) 

5. pa{fva> kaErvaí kué]eÇe yuyuixre , 

6. %pin;d! - gae_y> gItaduGx< dudaeh gaepalnNdn> , (Xyanm!) 

7. pÂ àai[n> pÂTvm! Aapu> , (ivvekcufami[> 76) 
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8. cukaep rav[> iv_aI;[ay , 

9. izvxnu> b_aÃ dazriw> , 

10. rwaepSwe s pa{fv> %pivvez du>iot> , (1: 47) 

11. d¯:q!va mumaeh baNxvan! , (1: 37) 

12. _a&gu> iptrm! %pssar , (Taittiriya Upanishad 3: 1) 

13. d¯:q!va maeh< pa{fvSy jhas pué;aeTtm> , (2: 10) 

14. ÔaEpdeya> z'!oan! dXmu> , (1: 18) 

15. hir> _aItm! AjuRnm! Aañasyamas , (11: 50) 

16. AiGn> vayu> #NÔí äü ivda<c³u> , (kenaepin;d! ) 

17. kwyamas s<vad< x&tra:q+ay sÃy> , (18: 74) 

18. przurame purt> Aagte, ib_ayaÂkar dzrw> , 

19.  bhu Syam! #it #CDt! @k< äü $]aÂkar , 
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Lesson 78 

l&'! lkar , 
Wishful thinking 

 

The l&'! lkar is a funny combination of the past and the future forms, just 

as it's name suggests. Let's look at an example: A_aiv:yt! , See how it 

begins with an A ,  has a future "bit" in the centre, :y / Sy, and has a past 

tense ending t! / t ,  
 

The l&'! lkar  is used when you wish to convey the following ideas: 

1) to denote "if such and such a thing had happened / might happen then 
such and such a thing would have happened / will happen".  This therefore 

can be used to convey the past tense or the future. Many ivÖan! s prefer to 

use the ivixil'! for the future and use the l&'! lkar only for the past. 

For example: If she had taught well, I would have definitely passed the 
examination. 

sa sMyk! rITya ApaQiy:yt! cet! Ah< iníyen prI]ayam! %TtI[aR A_aiv:ym! , 
 
2) When there is a non-realization of an action and therefore there is a 
presence of the characteristics of the conditional.  
 For example: If I were not blind, then I would have been able to appreciate 
the beauty of the world. 

yid Ahm! ANx> n A_aiv:ym! tihR p&iwVya> sveR;a< gu[ana< saENdyRm! AÔúym! ,  
 
Naturally, you will need some reference material to see how the verbs are 

conjugated in all the three pué;s.  Plan on buying a zBdxatêpavlI that gives 
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you all the 10 lkars , Just remember that the AaTmnepd-xatus will end in a 

full t and not a t! , 
 

 
 
 
 
Read and understand: 
 

l&'! lkar  

1. yid gaepal> sNtr[kaEzLym! A}aSyt! tihR jlat! Na_ae:yt! , 
      If Gopal knew how to swim then he would not be afraid of the water. 

2. inzaíet! tmiSvNyae na_aiv:yn! kae nam cNÔmsae gu[< Vy}aSyt! , 
      If the nights were not dark then who would know (appreciate) the 

Moon's qualities? 

3. yid raja du:qe;u d{f< naxariy:yt! tdavZy< te àja %papIfiy:yn! , 
If the king did not punish the wicked then they would surely trouble 
the subjects. 

4. yid di][Aai�kaSwa gaEra¼a> zaska Aaj/NmisÏanixkaran! 

_aartIye_yae=daSyn! tda ÖyaejaRTyae> zae_anae imw> sMbNxae=_aiv:yt! , 
If the South African white government officials would give the 
Indians their birthright then the mutual relationship between both 
the races would be good. 
 

******** 
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Lesson 79 

Al»ar-ivcar> , 

Alankar-Vichara 
 
How beautiful is the world, bedecked with a natural loveliness! How the 
senses hunger for beauty! It is but natural that we appreciate magnificence 
and splendour..... those which are attributes of the Divine. Devi Bhavani is 

bejeweled with k[R_aU;[s, garlands, necklaces, bangles, anklets, etc. Her 

beloved z»r, the Lord of the vEragIs is also adorned with the icta_aSm, spR-

mala, a crescent, and Ganga on His jqa , Lord Vishnu is ornamented with 

z'!o, c³, gda, pÒ, vEjyNtI mala, iptaMbr , Our beloved guédev> also shines 

with His divine ornaments of _aiKt, }an, ivvek, vEraGy, ké[a, etc.  Similarly, 

vaGdevI is also decorated with different literary ornaments when she 

presents Herself in the form of literary compositions. 
 
The poets treat literary compositions like a Goddess. As a Goddess is 
beautified with ear-rings, bangles, necklace and other ornaments so is 

poetry beautified with figures of speech which are called Al»ars. These 

ornaments or Al»ar s are of two types-- zBdal»ar (figure of speech 

relating to sound) and AwaRl»ar (figure of speech relating to the expression). 

As ornaments enhance external beauty so also zBdal»ar s add to the beauty 

of the language with attractive sounding words. However, just as true beauty 
lies in grace and in one's inner qualities, one's language must be able to 
express one's inner most feelings through it's richness of meaning. 

Therefore both zBdal»ar s and AwaRl»ar s are equally held in high esteem in 

Sanskrit literature. 
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Let us study some figures of speech relating to sound (zBdal»ar s) and some 

figures of speech relating to expression (AwaRl»ar s).  

 

1. Anuàas> (Alliteration): In spite of different vowels, if consonants are 

repeatedly used in a line, then it is called Anuàas> , You will find a lot 

of them in Pujya Swamiji’s bhajans, Shankaracharya’s stotras and also 
in the Deep-Namaskara we chant every evening. Let us see a few 
examples : 

• lIlalBx-Swaipt-luPtaiollaeka< laekatItEyaeRigi_arNtiír m&Gyam! , 

(gaErIdzkm!) 

• _avanI_aavnagMya _avar{ykuQairka , (llItashönam) 

• tartar trEreit raEit itiTtrI tIre tIre traE traE , 

• xraxrsutanaw xUjRqe xvlà_a , xUpmaºapyamIz dza¼< guGgulaiNvtm! , xUp<-

izvpUjnm! , 

• kLpadaE kmlasnae=ip klya ivÏ> kyaict! ikl , (_auvneñrImhaStaeÇm!)   

• lIlalaeilt laecna< iSmtmuoIm! AabÏ kaÂIs&jm! ,  

• _agvd!padytIñrcr[< _aa:ykaryaegeñrcr[m! , _aiKtrsam&tv;Rkcr[< 

_aartxmRàvtRk cr[m! . (_ajn) 

• jn> kae janIte jnnI jpnIy< jpivxaE , (deVyaprax]mapnStaeÇm!)    

• ïIramramrameit rme rame mnaerme , shönamttuLy< ran nam vranne . 

• zr[< tv cr[< _avhr[< mm ram . 
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• iKl:qjns»:qnazk #:qvgRàdayk , A:qyaegsutu:qmans ïe:QmuinjnpUijt 

, A:q_aavaiKl:qv&iTt iviz:qjnpirpalk , iz:qjnsNtui:qd ïIk&:[guévr 

paihmam! . 

 

2. ANTyanuàas> When a consonant having a vowel before it is also 

repeated with it then it is called ANTyanuàas> For e.g. 

• balStaviT³fa rKt> , té[StavTté[I sKt> .  

 v&ÏStavt! icNtamGn> , pre äüi[ kae=ip n lGn> . (_aj gaeivNdm!) 

• d{f< gilt< pilt< mu{fm! , dznivhIn< jat< tu{fm! , (_aj gaeivNdm!) 
 

3. ymk> When a group of letters is used to express one meaning which 

can also mean something else if the verse is split  differently, then it 

is known as ymk> Eg. 

k<s<j"an k&:[> , kazItlvaihnI g¼a , 

kedarpae;[rta> , k<blvNt< baxte zItm! , 
It may also be read in the following manner which alters the meaning 
completely: 

k< s<j"an k&:[> ? ka zItlvaihnI g¼a ? 

ke darpae;[rta> ? k< blvNt< baxte zItm! ? 
 

4. Zle;>  When the words having more than one meaning are used in a 

poetic composition, then it is called Zle;> , For example: 

sumnsa sumnE> pUijt> $ñr> , may be translated as both: 
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Ishwar is worshipped with flowers by the noble minded person OR 
Ishwar is worshipped with flowers by Suman. 

 
Here is similar sentence: 

sumnsa sumnE> sumna> pUijta> , 
The noble minded people are worshipped with flowers by the noble 
minded person OR 
The noble minded people are worshipped with flowers by Suman. 

 
Yet another example: 

AÃilSwain pu:pai[ vasyiNt krÖym! , 

Ahae sumnsa< àIit> vamdi][yae> sma . may be translated as 
Flowers held in the "Anjali" … one's folded palms, impart their 
fragrance to both hands. Oh! See the love of the flowers given to 
both hands equally.   
The second line may also mean: 
(Just as the) Noble minded people love both good and bad people 
equally.  
 

5. AitzyaeiKt> When any thing is expressed in an exaggerated manner, 
then it is called as AitzyaeiKt> , E.g.: 

v³e[aMb sdamuda ivkista ïI zardadevI te , 

sad¯Zy< shsaPtumev kml<taeye ivxte tp> . zardaStaeÇm! . 

In order to possess a blissful face like yours, O Sharada,  the lotus 
seems to be performing penance in the water. 
 

6. %pma> A quality in one thing is expressed with the help of an example 

which possesses similar quality or when one thing is compared to 
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another thing on account of some similar quality, it is called %pma. In 

this Al»ar , the thing which is compared is called %pmeym!. The thing 

with which it is compared is called %pmanm! and the quality which is 

common in both %pmanm! and %pmeym!, is called samaNyxmR. The word 

which is used to show the resemblance is called vackzBd and could be 

any of the following: sm, #v, sd¯z, sman and other words with a 

similar meaning. 
• rakcNÔ smann ram , 

• %*Tzza»sd¯¯zCDvI yNn s* , (mih;aNtkrIsUKtm!) 

• balaidTyïe[Isman*uitpuÃam! , (gaErIdzkm!) 
• ja¢ÓaexsuxamyUoincyEraPlaVy.. .. .. h<sIv mNmanse , (_auvneñrImhaStaeÇm!)  
 

7. êpk> When %pmeym! itself becomes an %pmanm! due to some common 
quality, then it is called êpk , Here you will find that the vackzBd 
describing the common quality are absent.  

• vEraGytElsMpU[eR _aiKtvitRsmiNvte , 
 ivvekpU[RpaÇeh< baexdIp< àdzRye . dIp< - guépUjnm! . 
• A}anitimraNxSy }anaÃnzlakya , 
 c]uéiNmilt< yen tSmE ïIgurve nm> .   

 
And that is just to whet your appetite….. 
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Lesson 80 
Nyaya 

Nyaya> 
Sanskrit maxims 

This lesson is something that you can keep as reference material. Often 
you'll come across words in a subhashita or wherever which don't seem to 
have any connection with the rest of the words in the sentence. But these 
words convey a wealth of meaning if you know the underlying story. Put 
two and two together and Hey Presto! It's all intelligible! 

1. ANx-p'!gu-Nyay> 
The maxim of the blind and the lame. 
A lame man sits on the shoulders of a blind man, the former guiding 
the latter. This maxim is used to show the interdependence amongst 
men and the good that might result from cooperation and union. 

2. ANx-dpR[-Nyay> 
The maxim of the blind man and his mirror. 
It is used in case of persons who possess things which can be of no 
use to them. 

3. ANx-gj-Nyay> 
The maxim of the blind men and the elephant. 
Certain blind men approached a tame and docile elephant in order to 
get an idea of the creature. They began to quarrel with one another 
over the description of the elephant, each considering his own to be 
correct. 
This maxim is used in cases where an imperfect, partial or one-sided 
view of a thing is taken. 

4. ANx-raedn-Nyay> 
The maxim of crying in the wilderness. 
This maxim is used in cases where a man seeks help and support from 
a quarter from which they are not likely to come. 
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5. ANx-prMpra-Nyay> 
The maxim of the blind following the blind. 
It is used in those cases where people blindly, thoughtlessly, or rashly 
follow others, not caring to see whether their doing so would not be a 
dangerous leap in the dark. 

6. ANx-gaela'!gul-Nyay> 
The maxim of the blind man and the bull's tail. 
This maxim is based on the following anecdote: Once upon a time a 
certain blind man started from his native village, intending to go to a 
neighbouring big city. He had not plodded on far, when he met a 
barber, fond of practical jokes. The latter accosted the former and 
learnt from him, that he, the blind man, was traveling to town, where, 
he thought, plenty of alms was to be had for the mere asking. The 
barber, finding a sure victim of his jokes, told the blind man that he 
would find him a guide. He thereupon took him to a field, where a 
bullock was grazing, and let him catch his tail. He then said to him: 
"My friend, here is a sure guide for you. Don't leave him whatever 
happens, and in spite of all that wicked people might say to do you a 
mischief." The blind man soon reached not the town, but the heart of 
a thorny bush!  This maxim is applied to cases where a man places his 
trust on an object not worthy of trust. 

7. A_a]-Nyay> 
The maxim of living on water alone. 
If it is said that Rama lives on water only, it is to be inferred that, 
having water, He does not take any food or drink. 
This maxim is used in those cases where by the use of particular 
attributes to an object, its generic attributes are negated. 

8. Azaekvinka-Nyay> 
The maxim of the grove of Ashoka trees. 
Why did Ravana keep Sita in the garden of Ashoka trees, when he 
could keep her in any where else?..... Simply. No reason at all.  
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9. AZmlae:qk-Nyay> 
The maxim of the stone and clod of earth. 
A clod of earth may be considered to be hard as compared with 
cotton, but is soft as compared with a stone. So a person may be 
considered to be very important when compared with his inferiors, but 
sinks into insignificance when compared with his betters. 
This maxim is used to denote the relative importance of two things. 

10. Ajak&pai[-Nyay> 
The maxim of the goat and the naked sword. 
A goat was scratching its neck at the sharp edge of a naked sword and 
cut it. One should not meddle with dangerous things. 

11. AiGn-nyn-Nyay> 
The maxim of asking to bring fire. 
When a person is asked to bring some fire, it is implied that he is to 
bring it in a pot or vessel. This maxim is used in those cases where 
anything is not explicitly expressed, but implied. 

12. AxR-Tyjit-pi{ft-#it-Nyay> 
The maxim of saving one half. 
When a man is likely to lose all, he ought to sacrifice one half in order 
to save the other half. 

13. A{f-kuKkuqI-Nyay> 
The maxim of the hen and the eggs. 
A hen used to lay one egg daily. Its owner thought that he would have 
all the eggs that were in her at one time. Accordingly he ripped open 
the abdomen of the hen with the result that might be imagined. 
This maxim is used in cases where a person becomes a loser on 
account of covetousness. 

14. Añ-_atuR-Nyay> 
The maxim of the horse and its owner. 
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A man asked a hostler who was attending to a horse, "Whose horse is 
this?" 
The hostler replied, "His, whose servant I am." The man again asked, 
"Whose servant are you, my good man?" The hostler replied readily, 
"Why, his, whose horse this is!" 
This maxim is applied to a person who argues in a circle, or gives 
evasive answers. 

15. AéNxtI-dzRn-Nyay> 
The maxim of following the known to the unknown. 

16. Aaèvn-Nyay> 
The maxim of the mango grove. 
In a mango grove, there may be some other trees, but still people call 
it mango grove. This maxim is used to denote the forces of habit, or 
the effect of a company or an association, good and bad. 

17. Aayu>-"&tm!-#it-Nyay> 
The maxim of long life and ghee. 
Ghee is the cause of long life; for if one regularly takes at meals a 
little pure ghee every day, one is healthier for it, and lives to a ripe 
old age. This maxim is used to denote the relation of cause and effect. 

18. #]uivkr[Nyay>  
The maxim of the modifications of the sugar-cane. 
Raw sugar-cane is first pressed and the juice extracted there-from. 
The liquid juice is then boiled, and made into solid gur, which is then 
refined and turned into fine, white crystallized sugar. This maxim is 
used to denote gradual progress. 

19. #]ursNyay> 
The maxim of the juice of sugar-cane. 
You cannot extract the juice out of sugar-cane without first crushing 
it. So in order to obtain particular results in certain cases, you have to 
assume a severe, stern, and unyielding attitude. 
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20. #;uvegkzyn-Nyay> 
The maxim of the ceasing of the impulse of a Discharged arrow. 
Just as an arrow discharged from a bow flies on and on, till it pierces 
the object aimed at, when it stops, so a worthy man toils day and 
night, and stops not, unless and until he obtains his heart's desire, 
when he puts his tools aside and joyfully takes rest. 

21. %dkinmJjn-Nyay>  
The maxim of sinking into water. 
It is very difficult to find out a thing that has sunk into water. 
The maxim is used to denote the difficulty experienced in attempting 
a thing. 

22. %:q+-k{qk-_a][-Nyay> 
The maxim of a camel and a thorny plant. 
The camel likes to eat the thorny leaves and bark of a certain plant 
though it has to suffer much pain. It is used to denote that one would 
be pleased to follow his own taste however inconvenient or undesirable 
it may in reality be. 

23. @kv&Ntagt)lÖym!-Nyay>SkçÀJç=vlççiçlçHçÀuçÜ³çcçd-v³çç³ç: 
The maxim of two fruits in one stem. 
As two fruits sometimes grow in one stem, so the same word may 
sometimes be used in two senses. 

24. @ksmsiNxdzRn-Nyay> 
The maxim of association. 
This maxim is used in cases where a thing reminds one of other things 
with which it is associated or with which it has some resemblance. 

25. k{qk-Nyay> 
The maxim of thorn. 
To draw out a thorn from any part of the body, the help or use of 
another thorn is necessary. So, wicked means may be adopted for 
putting down a wicked man. 
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26. k{Qa_ar[-Nyay> 
The maxim of the neck and the necklace. 
One day a lady was anxiously engaged in search for her necklace, 
though in fact she had it then round her neck. When she enquired of 
another person about it, she was asked only to feel her neck. 
It is used to denote the useless attempt of a person to obtain a thing 
from somewhere else though in fact he is in possession of it, only he is 
not aware of it. 

27. krSwibLv-Nyay> 
The maxim of a Bilwa fruit on the palm of hand. 
As a Bilwa fruit may be fully well known on minute examination when it 
is placed on the hand, so it is possible for man to acquire a thorough 
knowledge of this world as he is always in direct contact with it. 

28. ka<Sy_aaejn-Nyay> 
The maxim of one eating on a bell-metal plate. 
A disciple promised never to take his meal from a bell-metal plate. But 
his Guru resolved to break that promise, and so he began to use bell-
metal plates at the dinner time. As it was binding on the part of the 
disciple to eat the remainder of the food left by the Guru, he could 
not but break his promise. 
It is used to denote that in cases of mutual relations preference must 
be given to him who is higher in position. 

29. k)aei[-guf-Nyay> 
The maxim of the elbow and molasses. 
It is impossible for one to lick out the molasses which is stuck on his 
elbow. It is used in cases where one is called upon to perform an 
impossible task. 

30. kaktalIy-Nyay> 
The maxim of a crow and the palm fruit. 
It takes its origin from the unexpected and sudden fall of a palm fruit 
upon the head of a crow (so as to kill it) at the very moment of its 
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sitting on a branch of that tree. It is used to denote an unexpected 
and accidental occurrence, whether welcome or otherwise. 

31. kakdix"qkNyay> 
The maxim of a crow and a vessel of curd. 
A vessel containing curd is placed by a man in charge of another with a 
request to protect it carefully from the crow. Here though the man 
mentions only a crow, he means that it should be properly taken care 
of so that it might not be spoiled by any animal whatever. 
It is used to denote that the intention of the speaker is to be marked 
and given effect to, though his words may not clearly express it. 

32. kakai]gaelk-Nyay> 
The maxim of the crow's eye ball. 
It originates from the supposition that the crow has but one eye, and 
that it can move it, as occasion requires, from the socket on one side 
into that of the other. This maxim is applied to a word or phrase 
which though used only once in a sentence, may, if occasion requires, 
serve two purposes. 

33. kakdNt-prI]a-Nyay> 
The maxim of searching for a crow's teeth. 
It is used to denote any useless, unprofitable, or impossible task. 

34. ikm!-A}anSy-du:krm!-#it-Nyay> 
The maxim of nothing is impossible on the part of a fool. 
A foolish and ignorant man is equal to any task. 

35. kq_a&¼Nyay> 
The maxim of a cockroach and a black-bee. 
A cockroach was seized and carried away by a black-bee to its nest, 
kept there in close confinement, and at last imagined itself into a 
black-bee as an effect of its constant hearing of the buzzing of the 
bees and being occupied with their thought. 
The maxim denotes that mind acts powerfully upon the body. 
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36. kuKkuq-Xvin-Nyay> 
The maxim of crowing of a cock. 
The crowing of cocks grows louder and louder by gradual steps. It is 
used to denote the gradual course to be followed in the path of 
improvement, which is brought about step by step and not by leaps and 
bounds. 

37. kuz"as-AvlMbn-Nyay> 
The maxim of catching a straw. 
As a ship-wrecked person in making struggles for saving his life, 
catches hold of an even a straw that he comes across though quite in 
vain, so a person in course of a debate, when he fails to gain his point 
by a strong argument, takes recourse to a frivolous one, and thus 
becomes only a butt of ridicule. 

38. kUponnNyay> 
The maxim of digging a well. 
The object of the maxim is to denote that as in course of digging a 
well the body of the worker becomes soiled with the dust, clay, etc., 
but these may be washed off again with the water of that well, so the 
sins committed by one at first may be removed by the merits of the 
virtuous acts done by him afterwards. 

39. kUpNyay> 
The maxim of a well. 
There is water in the well, but it cannot be obtained without the help 
of a jar and a rope, so the Shastras are store-houses of knowledge no 
doubt, but they are inaccessible to those that are ignorant. 

40. kUpm{fUkNyay> 
The maxim of a frog in a well. 
It is used to denote that a man of limited ideas, having experience 
only of his own neighbourhood cannot make himself believe that there 
can be anything better than what he himself knows. 
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41. kUmaR¼Nyay> 
The maxim of the movement of the limbs of a tortoise. 
It originates from the fact that a tortoise projects its limbs, i.e., its 
legs and neck, when it has to serve any purpose, and again it draws 
them in, when that purpose is served, or any danger is apprehended. 
It is used to denote that a sensible person will like a tortoise make an 
exhibition of his power only when there is an opportunity or necessity 
for it. 

42. k&Tva icNtn-Nyay> 
The maxim of doing an act after due consideration. 
A sensible man will think twice before he undertakes to do anything. 
But to do something in hot haste and then to consider the propriety or 
otherwise about it, is the sign of foolishness. 

43. kaENtey-raxey-Nyay> 
The maxim of Kaunteya Radheya. 
It has its origin in the fact that Karna, a hero of the Mahabharata, 
was in reality the son of Kunti, but as he was brought up from his 
infancy by a carpenter-woman named Radha, he was called Radheya. 
This maxim is applied to the cases in which a fictitious appellation 
gets currency in suppression of the real one. 

44. oLvaq-ibLv-Nyay> 
The maxim of a bald-headed man and the Bilva fruit. 
It takes its origin from the story that one day at noon a bald-headed 
man, tired of the excessive heat of the sun, took shelter under the 
shadow of a Bilva tree. Unfortunately for the man a ripe Bilva fruit 
fell down and struck him severely on the head. 
It is used to denote that an unfortunate man is pursued by the evil 
fate wherever he goes. 

45. ol-mEÇ-Nyay> 
The maxim of the friendship of a villain. 
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It has its origin in the fact that a villain is at first very profuse in the 
profession of his friendship. But as time rolls on its intensity gradually 
diminishes. It is used to denote that the friendship of a mischievous 
villain is as unreliable as a bund of sand. 

46. ole-kpaet-Nyay> 
The maxim of the barn of corn and the pigeons. 
As all kinds of pigeons, young and old, go flying into a barn and help 
themselves to the corn therein to their hearts' content, so this maxim 
is used to denote that all kinds of men repair to a great man's place to 
fulfill their own respective ends. 

47. g[pitNyay> 
The maxim of Ganapati. 
This maxim has its origin in the custom of worshipping Ganapati first 
on the occasion of the worship of the gods and goddesses whoever 
they may be and is used to denote the first place to be assigned or 
the highest respect to be shown to a person who deserves it. 

48. gtanugitkaelaek-#it-Nyay> 
The maxim of a blind follower. 
This maxim is used to signify the tendency of imitation prevailing in 
men. When any fashion becomes current many would follow it without 
any judgment as to its propriety or importance. 

49. gufijihkaNyay> 
The maxim of the Molasses and the Nimba (a kind of bitter fruit). 
The maxim takes its origin from the fact that when it is necessary for 
a child to use Nimba fruit, he is at first given some molasses to taste 
and then he can eat the nimba fruit. 
It is used to denote when one feels reluctant to do a thing on account 
of its very seeming difficult or which is uninteresting to him, he is 
first given some easy and congenial task to prepare him gradually for 
the difficult task. 

50. gu[aeps<harNyay> 
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The maxim of collecting or gathering virtues. 
This maxim is used in overlooking the faults or defects and observing 
and gathering merits in others. 

51. dehlIdIpNyay> 
The maxim of the lamp placed over the threshold. 
It takes its origin from a lamp hanging over the threshold of a house, 
which, by its peculiar position, serves to light both the house and the 
path leading to it. 
It is used to denote something which serves a two-fold purpose at the 
same time. 

52. gaemih:yaid-Nyay> 
The maxim of the cow, buffalo, etc. 
The maxim has its origin in this that the cows give milk, as well as the 
buffaloes give milk, but there is a vast difference in the quality of 
these two kinds of milk. It is used to denote that the individual 
objects falling under one general class are not alike in every respect 
but have many peculiarities special only to them. 

53. "”-kuqI-Nyay> 
The maxim of the octroi house in the morning. 
The maxim has its origins in the story that one night a passenger with 
a view to avoid payment of octroi duty proceeded to his destination by 
a different way. But he walked throughout the whole night, and to his 
great surprise found himself just before the octroi house when it was 
morning. 
It is used to denote that there is no avoiding the payment of the 
dues. They must be satisfied sooner or later. 

54. "qàdIpNyay> 
The maxim of a lamp in a jar. 
The maxim takes its origin from the fact that if a lamp is placed in a 
jar, it will light only the inside of the jar and nothing else; and is used 
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to denote that bright intelligence, if confined to a private place can 
be of no use to others. 

55. "u[a]rNyay> 
The maxim of letters bored by an insect in wood. 
It takes its origin from the unexpected and chance resemblance of an 
incision in wood, or in the leaf of a book, made by an insect to the 
form of some letter. 
It is used to denote any fortuitous or chance occurrence. 

56. cturvedivn!Nyay> 
The maxim of one well versed in all the four Vedas. 
It takes its origin from the story that an ignorant and unlettered man 
heard that the possession of the knowledge of the four Vedas has the 
effect of procuring wealth. Hearing this he went on proclaiming 
himself fully conversant with the Vedas. But unhappily for him he got 
no gold, on the other hand he became a laughing stock of all wherever 
he went. 
It is used to denote that by false representation no one can gain any 
honour, rather thereby he lowers himself in the estimation of others. 

57. cMpkp”vas-Nyay> 
The maxim of the Champaka flower in the cloth. 
The champaka flower leaves its fragrance in the piece of cloth in 
which it is kept, even after the flower is taken away. 
The maxim is used to denote that the virtues of a man continue to 
exercise their genial influence upon others even after the man has 
departed from this world. 

58. cNÔciNÔka-Nyay> 
The maxim of the moon and her lustre. 
The maxim originates from the inseparable connection between the 
moon and her pleasing lustre, and is used to denote that where there 
is cause there is effect. 

59. icÇpq-Nyay> 
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The maxim of a painting. 
It originates from the fact that the value of a picture consists only in 
pleasing the eyes, and is used to denote the worthlessness of a person 
who possesses only personal elegance and no other merits. 

60. icÇam&t-Nyay> 
The maxim of the word nectar. 
It takes its origin from the impossibility on the part of one of 
satisfying his desire for nectar merely by writing or reading the word 
(nectar), and is used to denote that it would be useless to try to get a 
thing from a quarter from which it can never be expected. 

61. icNtami[< pirTyJy kacmi[¢h[-Nyay> 
The maxim of accepting glass in preference to chintamani (a kind of 
precious jewel.) 
The maxim is used to denote that as it is foolish to prefer glass to 
chintamani which is very precious, so it is likewise an act of 
foolishness on the part of a man to consider an object valuable led 
away only by its outward charm. 

62. caerapraxe-ma{fVy-d{f-Nyay> 
The maxim of Rishi Mandavya being punished for theft. 
The maxim takes its origin from the story that one day a thief 
committed theft in a Raja's house and being pursued by the police ran 
away leaving the goods where Mandavya Rishi was engaged in devotion. 
The police came up there and arrested the Rishi and took him to 
court. The Rishi was punished for theft. 
It is used to denote that sometimes honest and innocent men have to 
suffer the consequences of the wicked conduct of villainous men. 

63. DÇINyay> 
The maxim of the persons with umbrella. 
The maxim originates from a number of persons walking along a road 
with their umbrellas spread overhead. There may be a master and his 
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retinues in that number, but to an onlooker they are all known by the 
same designation viz., the persons with umbrellas. 
It is used to denote that things are not always what they seem. 

64. jltuiMbka-Nyay> 
The maxim of a gourd on the water. 
It takes its origin from the fact of the gourd not sinking down when 
thrown into water. It denotes that a light-minded person cannot dive 
deep into a matter he may be called upon to be engaged in. 

65. jlmNwn-Nyay> 
The maxim of churning water. 
It takes its origin from the fact that to churn water would be 
productive of no good whatsoever, and is used to denote the 
fruitlessness of spending labour on a thing from which no good can 
result. 

66. jlm&[alNyay> 
The maxim of the lotus stalk. 
It takes its origin from the growth of the stalk of a lotus with the 
increase of water in a tank during the rains. Again when the dry 
season comes and the surface of the water begins to sink, the stalk of 
the lotus gets dry but it does not die away. 
Similarly when a great man or nation by the freaks of fortune is 
reduced to miserable condition he does not lose thereby his usual 
nobleness of mind. 

67. jlnyn-Nyay> 
The maxim of bringing water. 
It takes its origin from the fact that when a man is asked to bring 
water he will get also the vessel containing water. 
It is used to denote that an unimportant thing acquires importance 
when connected with an important thing.  

68. jl-%:[-Nyay> 
The maxim of the hot water. 
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It takes its origin from the fact that water is naturally cold, but when 
heat is applied its nature is changed and it becomes hot. It is used to 
denote that the nature of a person becomes altered by coming in 
contact with a person of different character. 

69. jamaÇawRk-sSysUpSyaitWyupkark-Nyay> 
The maxim of the son-in-law and the dish prepared for him. 
The dal prepared for the son-in-law will come to the use of other 
guests that sit to dine with him. It is used to denote that a thing 
though primarily intended for one may come to the benefit of many 
others. 

70. }anI-ivman-Nyay> 
The maxim of the wise and the air-boat. 
It takes its origin from the fact that a man walking on the field can 
mark distinctly the height of a hill, the depth of a cave and the level 
surface of a plateau, but when he soars high up by means of an air-
ship, these differences are not distinguishable to him; everything 
below then appears to him to be of even surface. 
It is used to denote that the consideration of the distinction of high 
and low, great and small, good and bad, etc., acts in a man so long as he 
is at the lowest step of the ladder of wisdom or knowledge, but when 
he reaches the highest step, all the religious and sectarian 
differences vanish away. To him then everything appears to be of 
equal importance. 

71. itiTt_a-Nyay> 
The maxim of the bird Tittibha. 
The maxim originates from the story that a bird called Tittibha lived 
on the beach of a sea, one day the beach was washed away by a huge 
wave of the sea. The eggs which the bird laid in the nest were also 
washed away in consequence. Enraged at this the bird resolved to 
ladle off the sea and began to throw away the water with its beak and 
also with its wings, which it once dipped into the sea and then came up 
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and shook them. Struck with wonder at the determination of the bird, 
the sea returned its eggs. 
It is used to denote that all sorts of difficulties, however 
unsurmountable they may seem to be, melt away before firm 
determination. 

72. tpSvaXyayTyagae- äaü[-Nyay> 
The maxim of a Brahmin who has given up his Sandhya prayer and 
study of the Vedas. 
The Brahmin who never says his prayer, and never reads the Vedas 
becomes fallen thereby. 
It is used to denote that the non-performance of the most essential 
duties of life makes one quite degraded. 

73. tm-%TpNn-Nyay> 
The maxim of lighting darkness. 
It is foolishness to go out in search of darkness with a lamp in hand, 
for darkness is nothing but absence of light. It is used to express 
foolishness on the part of one to go to perform a thing by employing a 
means which is unsuitable for the purpose. 

74. tal-spR-Nyay> 
The maxim of the palm tree and a serpent. 
A serpent dies if it climbs upon a palm tree. This maxim is used to 
denote foolishness of the doer of thing. 

75. tPt-przu- ¢h[-Nyay> 
The maxim of heated axe. 
When an axe is greatly heated it cannot be held in hand, and so 
nothing can be done with it. 
The maxim is used to denote that the means employed for the 
performance of a work must be such as may be easily used by the 
doer. 

76. tu:ytu-#it-Nyay> 
The Maxim of "please others." 
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When the principle to be followed is to please others, then 
everything, whether right or wrong, may be done. 

77. t&[jlaEk-Nyay> 
The maxim of the leech. 
It takes its origin from the fact that a leech does not leave the grass 
on which it sits until it can get hold of another. 
It is used to denote that it would be unwise on the part of a man to 
abandon the means he has in hand till another is secured. 
A bird in hand is worth two in the bush. 

78. d{f-c³-Nyay> 
The maxim of the potter's rod, wheel and knife. 
The rod, wheel, and knife of a potter are all the causes of an earthen 
jar. It is used in cases in which a certain effect follows from several 
causes together. 

79. d{f-spRmar[-Nyay> 
The maxim of the stick and the serpent. 
The maxim originates from good care to be taken in beating a serpent 
with a stick so that the serpent may be killed but at the same time 
the stick may not be broken, and it is used to denote that a clever 
man should conduct himself in such a way in performing a task that 
the object in view may be accomplished without any injury either to 
himself or to anybody else. 

80. d{f-pUipka-Nyay> 
The maxim of the stick and cakes. 
When a stick and cakes are tied together, and one says that the stick 
has been pulled down, we are naturally led to expect that the cakes 
have also been pulled down, the two being so closely connected 
together. So when one thing is closely connected with another in a 
particular way, and we say something of the one, it naturally follows 
that what is asserted of the one can, as a matter of course, be 
asserted of the other. 
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81. Ôivf-àa[ayam-Nyay>  
The maxim of lengthened pranayama (regulation of breathing)." 
The maxim takes its origin from the attempt made to catch hold of 
the nose by moving the hand round the head; and is used to denote the 
making a matter more difficult than what it ordinarily is.  

82. xmR-vsNt-Aagmn-Nyay> 
The maxim of virtue and advent of the spring. 
It takes its origin from the nature assuming a charming appearance 
with new leaves and flowers when the spring sets in, and similarly the 
possession of virtue bringing wealth and happiness in its train. 
It is used to denote the importance of virtue. 

83. n:qañ-dGxrw-Nyay> 
The maxim of the destroyed carriage and horse." 
It takes its origin from the story that one day two persons went out 
in their own respective carriages. In the way their carriages 
accidentally caught fire. The consequence was that the carriage of 
one and the horse of the other were destroyed. At last by mutual 
agreement they got one carriage ready with what remained of their 
carriages, and they returned home by that carriage. It is used to 
denote that by united efforts we can make up our individual wants. 

84. nih-k»[Sy-dzRnay-AadzaRpe]eit-Nyay> 
The maxim of bracelet and a mirror. 
It takes its origin from the fact that there is absolutely no necessity 
of looking-glass for seeing the appearance of a bracelet worn on the 
wrist as it is easily visible to the eye, and is used to denote that a 
medium is quite unnecessary for doing a thing that can easily be 
performed directly by one's own efforts. 

85. nih-i_a]ukae i_a]ukimit-Nyay> 
The maxim of a poor man's begging, not of a beggar. 
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It takes its origin from the fact of a beggar's not asking alms of 
another beggar. He would invariably go to one in affluence for the 
satisfaction of his wants. 
It is used to denote the tendency of human nature to seek help from 
the quarter where it may be reasonably expected. 

86. nih-ivvahanNtrm!-vrprI]a-i³yte -#it-Nyay> 
The maxim of examining a bridegroom after marriage. 
It takes its origin from the uselessness of minutely observing a 
bridegroom after the marriage is over. This should be done before. 
It is used to denote that the consideration of propriety or otherwise 
of a course should be carefully made before it is adopted. 
Afterthought in this concern is of no use whatever. 

87. nairkel)laMbu-Nyay> 
The maxim of the coconut-water. 
It takes its origin from the difficulty of explaining how water could 
exist inside a coconut fruit; and is used to denote that it is not in the 
power of man to understand clearly the kind ways of providence. 

88. inMnga-àvah-Nyay> 
The maxim of the current of water. 
It originates from the fact that the water of a stream always flows 
downwards; and is used to denote that the thoughts of an ignorant 
person have a downward tendency. 

89. nIr-]Ir-Nyay> 
The maxim of the milk mixed with water. 
It takes its origin from the fact that when a swan is made to drink 
milk mixed with water it will take only the milk and leave the water 
behind; and is used to denote that in judging of another a truly wise 
man will sift out his merits, and would leave the defects in him out of 
consideration. 

90. naE-naivk-Nyay> 
The maxim of the boat and the boatman. 
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It takes its origin from the fact that a boat cannot be steered 
without the help of the boatman, and is used to denote that no act, 
great or small, can be performed without the guidance of the principal 
head. 

91. pÃrmuKt-p]I-Nyay> 
The maxim of the bird out of the cage. 
It is used to denote the flight of the soul when the bonds of the body 
are loosened after death, just as a bird in a cage flies away in the air 
if it can get out of the cage anyhow. 

92. praû-Daya-Nyay> 
The maxim of the afternoon-shade. 
The maxim denotes that the power and influence assumed at the fag-
end of life may be enjoyed only for a short time just as the shade of a 
tree in the afternoon is very short-lived. 

93. pvRtaixTyk-Nyay> 
The maxim of a table-land. 
The maxim takes its origin from the fact that a level tract of land at 
the top of a mountain appears from a distance to be not very far off, 
but in fact it is very difficult and troublesome to go there; and is used 
to denote those happy prospects which from a distance looks very 
fascinating, but their attainment costs much pain and trouble. 

94. przu-¢h[-Nyay> 
The maxim of raising the axe. 
It is used in connection with infliction of heavy punishment for a 
trifling offence. 

95. pirsdNyay>  
The maxim of a member of a community. 
If a member of a community dies, his work becomes divided among the 
rest so that the work does not suffer, and is used to signify that a 
work for the performance of which many hands are engaged does not 
suffer even if any one among workers dies or leaves the work. 
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96. pa;a[-#i:qka-Nyay> 
The maxim of stone and brick. 
It is used to signify something done with the united efforts of all 
kinds of persons, great and small, just as a house is built with the help 
of stones and bricks. 

97. ip:q-pe;[-Nyay> 
The maxim of grinding flour. 
It is used to denote a superfluous or unprofitable exertion like the 
attempt of a man to grind pounded flour. 

98. p»-à]aln-Nyay> 
The maxim of washing off the mud. 
Just as it is more advisable for one to avoid getting into mud than to 
go into it and then wash it off, so it is more advisable for one to avoid 
getting into danger than to expose oneself to it and then to try to get 
out of it somehow or other. 

99. àTy]e-ikmnumanm!-Nyay> 
The maxim of inference. 
This maxim is used to indicate that it is utterly useless to make an 
inference about a thing or to call for any proof about it when it is 
visible or present before the eye. 

100. )lvt!-shkar-Nyay> 
The maxim of a mango tree with fruits on. 
The maxim indicates the advisability of taking a shelter with a truly 
great man, just as it is advisable to take shelter under a mango tree 
that supplies, quite unasked, fruits and shadow to a weary way-farer. 

101. bkbNxn-Nyay> 
The maxim of catching a heron. 
The maxim takes its origin from the fact that a fowler derives no 
advantage by catching a heron as it has very small flesh in its body 
and indicates the impropriety of causing unnecessary harm to any one. 
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102. bixt-k[Rjp-Nyay> 
The maxim of whispering to the deaf. 
This maxim indicates a vain attempt of a man to do a useless thing like 
whispering a word to one who is absolutely short of hearing. 

103. bhuiDÔ"q-Nyay> 
The maxim of a pot having many holes. 
This maxim denotes the unprofitableness of imparting instructions to 
one destitute of capacities to retain them, just as a pot having holes 
cannot contain the water poured into it. 

104. bhuv&kak&:qm&g-Nyay> 
The maxim of a deer being attacked by many wolves. 
It denotes the certainty of defeat of a person, however strong he 
may be, when attacked simultaneously on all sides by many enemies, as 
a deer attacked by many wolves at the same time is sure to be killed 
by them. 

105. bIja'!kur-Nyay> 
The maxim of seed and sprout. 
It takes its origin from the relation of mutual causation which 
subsists between seed and sprout, seed being the cause of sprout, 
which in its turn is the cause of seed.  
It is used in those cases in which two things stand to each other in 
the relation of both cause and effect. 

106. _aamt-Nyay> 
The maxim of fire. 
This maxim takes its origin from the fact that fire has the attributes 
of burning, cooking and removing darkness and is used to denote that 
various kinds of qualities may be possessed by one and the same man. 

107. i_a]u-pad-sar[-Nyay> 
The maxim of the beggar gradually extending his legs. 
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It takes its origin from a story that one day a beggar went to a rich 
man's house. Thinking that his object would not be gained if he were 
to make a clean breast of his wants all at once, he first begged 
permission to sit, and then little by little had everything that he 
needed. It is used to denote cleverness on the part of one in dealing 
with a person who is very uncharitable and close fisted. 

108. _aUil¼pi]-Nyay>  
The maxim of the bird named Bhulinga. 
This maxim takes its origin from the fact that this bird gathers bits 
of flesh from the jaws of lion, and is used to denote extra-ordinary 
courage. 

109. _aU-zETy-%:{y-Nyay> 
The maxim of earth being made cold or hot. 
This maxim originates from the fact that earth becomes cold by 
coming in contact with water whose property is coldness, and again 
becomes hot by coming in contact with light whose chief property is 
heat, and is used to indicate the effects of a company that exerts a 
part influence upon the character of a person. 

110. æmr-Nyay> 
The maxim of the black bee. 
This maxim is used to indicate the nature of the truly wise men who 
always take note of the merits in others just as the black bees always 
drink only honey and no other kind of juice from the flowers. 

111. _aErv-Nyay> 
The maxim of Bhairava. 
It takes its origin from a story which runs as follows: Once there was 
a Brahmin named Bhairava who grew very conceited on account of the 
honour and respects he received at the hands of the king. The foolish 
Brahmin forgot his position and quarreled with the ministers of the 
king, who enraged at his conduct, prevented his admission into the 
royal court, and told the king meanwhile that the Brahmin was dead. 
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After some time, one day when the king went out a n hunting, the 
Brahmin got upon a tree and spoke to the king that he was Bhairava 
and begged for an interview with the king; but the king taking him for 
an evil spirit refused his prayer. 
It is used to teach that no one should be too much inflated with 
prosperity to forget his position and to conduct himself in an 
unbecoming way; for, by so doing he would be doing himself a positive 
and irretrievable harm. 

112. mi]ka-Nyay> 
The maxim of the fly. 
It is used to denote the fault finding spirit of ill-natured men, who 
may be likened to the flies that are always in search of wounds and 
ulcers even on the most beautiful body. 

113. mJjnaeNmJjn-Nyay>  
The maxim of immersing and emerging. 
It takes its origin from a person, ignorant of the art of swimming, now 
immersing into, and now coming on the surface of the water, when he 
happens to fall into a river; and is used to denote the struggling 
condition in which one finds himself when he is required by 
circumstances to deal with a matter over which he has no mastery. 

114. m{fUk-taeln-Nyay> 
The maxim of weighing a frog. 
Just as it is very difficult to make a frog remain steady on a balance 
with a view to ascertain its weight, so it is equally difficult to keep a 
fickle nature steadily employed in any pursuit. 

115. m{fUk-Pluit-Nyay> 
The maxim of the frog moving by jumps. 
It is used to denote the movement by fits and starts of fickle natured 
men like the movement of frogs. 

116. mTSy-k{qk-Nyay> 
The maxim of fish and its bone. 
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It originates from the fact that when a fish is caught, it is caught 
with its bone, but when eating, only its flesh is retained, and bone is 
thrown out. It is used to denote the policy of a truly wise man who 
would observe everything in nature and would gather from it what 
conduces to his welfare and reject the rest. 

117. y> karyit s> kraeit @v #it- Nyay> 
The maxim of the employer and the doer. 
This maxim is used to denote the responsibility of one who sets 
another to do a thing to be quite equal to that of the doer himself. 

118. y kuéte s _au»te #it-Nyay> 
The maxim of the doer and the eater. 
It is used to denote that he who does labour enjoys the fruit derived 
from it. 

119. yad̄z< muo< tad̄zI cpeqa-Nyay> 
The maxim of the slap being proportionate to the cheek. 
It is used to denote that a measure must be taken for controlling one 
must be sufficiently strong in consideration of the particular case in 
question, just as the slap administered to a man must be tight enough 
in consideration of his physique and strength to produce the intended 
effect. 

120. yavt! izrStavt! izraeVywa #it-Nyay> 
The maxim of the head and headache. 
This maxim is used to denote the sense that there is ache only so long 
as there is head. 

121. yavt!-tEl<-tavt!-VyaOyanm!-#it-Nyay> 
The maxim of the lamp and reading. 
This maxim originates from the fact that one can go on with one's 
study in the light of a lamp so long as there is oil in the hold of the 
lamp to enable it to burn and is used to denote that a person is held in 
honour and respect so long as he has means to keep up his position. 
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122. yUka-_ay-kNya-Tyag-Nyay> 
The maxim of daughter and louse. 
It takes its origin from a daughter being turned out of doors for fear 
of the lice that infested her hair; and is used to denote the folly of a 
coward who is prepared rather to part with a valuable possession than 
to bravely meet and successfully grapple with a difficulty or danger. 

123. rJju-spR-Nyay> 
The maxim of the cord and the serpent. 
This maxim takes its origin from mistaking a cord by delusion for a 
serpent, and denotes the false impression under which men are seen 
to labour sometimes. 

124. riZm-t&[aid-Nyay> 
The maxim of the sunlight and the grass. 
It is used to denote that a thing which is found to be of essential 
importance at one time, may at another time prove to be the cause of 
destruction, just as the sunlight, which is indispensably necessary for 
the grass to grow up, is also the cause of the drying up of the same 
grass. 

125. rajpuÇ-Vyax-Nyay> 
The maxim of a prince and a fowler. 
It takes its origin from a story that once upon a time an infant prince 
was left in a jungle by its stepmother. The child was accidentally 
found by a fowler who took it home and brought it up as his own son. 
Many years afterwards, the prime minister of the king happened to 
meet the boy and recognised him by his appearance to be no other 
than the king's son. The minister took the boy with him and installed 
him on the throne. The maxim is used to denote that truth can never 
be suppressed for ever, it is sure to establish itself in course of time. 

126. rahu¢as-Nyay> 
The maxim of the Rahugrasa or the act of being swallowed by Rahu. 
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This maxim is used to denote the erroneous notions that popularly act 
upon the minds of men, as in the case of eclipse of the sun or the 
moon, it is popularly believed that those great luminaries are 
swallowed for the time being by the demon Rahu, whereas the fact is 
that the shadow of the earth falling on them makes them invisible for 
a while. 

127. ras_a-ritt-Nyay> 
The maxim of the braying of an ass. 
This maxim takes its origin from the fact that an ass brays at first 
very loudly, but gradually its sound sinks lower and lower, and is used 
to denote that anything that makes much noise in the beginning 
proves, in the long run, to be quite hollow and worthless. 

128. raja-zUNy-àja-Nyay> 
The maxim of the subjects without a king. 
This maxim takes its origin from want of peace and happiness of the 
people in a country where there is no king and is used to denote that a 
controlling hand is essentially necessary for the happy and peaceful 
management of human affairs. 

129. lae_a-cuMbk-Nyay> 
The maxim of iron and magnet. 
It is used to denote a very close affinity between two things, by 
virtue of which they are instinctively attracted towards each other 
though at a distance, just as iron is attracted by magnet. 

130. laeh-AiGn-Nyay> 
The maxim of iron and fire. 
This maxim is used to denote that the best use of an opportunity 
ought to be made no sooner than it presents itself, as one desirous of 
making things of iron must do so by striking it hard so long as it is hot 
by being put into fire. 

131. vn-Vyaº-Nyay> 
The maxim of a forest and the tiger. 
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This maxim is used in place in which mutual help is intended to be 
meant, just as a forest is preserved by a tiger and the tiger by that 
forest. If there be no tiger in the forest the herbivorous animals 
come there in a large number whenever they choose and the plants 
and creepers etc., are eaten away by them and thus the forest is 
destroyed in a short while, on the other hand, if there be no forest it 
becomes difficult for a tiger to find out a place to live in. 

132. viû-xUm-Nyay> 
The maxim of the invariable concomitance of fire and smoke: 
(wherever there is smoke there is fire). 
It is used to denote such invariable concomitance between two 
persons or things; (e.g. where there is A, there is B; where there is 
not B, there is not A.) 

133. vataid-Nyay> 
The maxim of the wind and other humours of the body. 
This maxim is used to denote that as wind, bile, and phlegm, the three 
humours of the body, though quite different from one another by 
nature, prove to be the source of sound health when they are 
harmoniously combined, so acts of very great importance may be well 
performed by persons of different nature and disposition if they act 
in concert. 

134. vayu_a]-Nyay> 
The maxim of the living on air. 
When one is said to be living on air, it denotes that he does not eat 
anything else. It is applied to those cases in which one is exclusively 
devoted to one thing only. 

135. vayu-zETy-%:{y-Nyay> 
The maxim of hot and cold air. 
This maxim is used to denote that merits and demerits are often the 
results of company, just as wind itself neither hot nor cold, becomes 
so coming in contact with fire and water respectively. 
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136. iv;-_a][-Nyay> 
The maxim of drinking poison. 
This maxim is used to denote a suicidal course, just as one 'causes' 
suicide by drinking poison. 

137. vIic-tr¼-Nyay> 
The maxim of a wave urging forward a wave. 
In the ocean one wave propels another till the first and all others in 
succession reach the shore. So this maxim is used to denote 
successive operations, as in the case of the production of sound. 

138. v&]-àkMpn<-Nyay> 
The maxim of a tree being shaken. 
Just as when a tree is shaken, its branches and other parts are 
shaken too; so this maxim is used to denote that whatever affects the 
whole affects the parts also. 

139. Vyaº-]Ir-Nyay> 
The maxim of the tigress's milk. 
It is used to denote the extreme difficulty of attainment of a thing, 
though it may be useful, like the milk of a tigress which, if preserved 
in a golden cup or vessel, becomes very efficacious, though it is very 
difficult to gather or obtain it. 

140. ìIih-bIj-Nyay>  
The maxim of the paddy seed. 
This maxim denotes that so long as a single seed of a thing is left, 
there is every chance of its propagation; just as from one single seed 
of paddy, all the granaries in the land may be expected to be filled in 
course of time. 

141. ztpÇ-pÇzt-_aed-Nyay> 
The maxim of piercing through the leaves of a lotus. 
This maxim is used to denote an easy and short process of doing a 
thing, just as hundreds of petals of a lotus being taken together, may 
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be easily strung together at once by means of a needle, whereas to 
string them one by one would take much time and be a tedious process. 

142. zaoa-cNÔ-Nyay> 
The maxim of the bough and the moon. 
As the moon, though considerably distant from the bough of a tree, is 
spoken of as the moon on the bough, because she appears to be near 
it, so this maxim is used when the position of an object, though at a 
very great distance, is fixed by that of another object to which it 
appears to be contiguous. 

143. iz:y-SvatNÈy-Nyay> 
The maxim of an independent disciple. 
A disciple can make no advance in spiritual life, should he differ from 
his spiritual guide (Gurudeva) in judgment and conduct. So this maxim 
is used to teach the duty of a disciple. 

144. zUpR-Nyay> 
The maxim of winnowing fan. 
This maxim is used to denote the power of appreciating the merits, or 
of keeping the kernel and rejecting the husk, just as it is done by a 
winnowing fan which preserves only the corn and throws away the 
chaff. 

145. siDÔ-"q<-Nyay> 
The maxim of a water-vessel with holes in it. 
A water-vessel, even if filled to the brim, becomes soon emptied of all 
water, if there be holes in it. So the maxim is used to denote utter 
fruitlessness of efforts on the part of an instructor to help a pupil 
who is naturally defective, to grow in knowledge and character. 

146. smuÔ-v&i:q-Nyay> 
The maxim of the sea and rain. 
This maxim is used to denote supply of a thing to one who is in the 
least need of it just as rain is quite unnecessary in the sea where 
there is no want of water. 
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C.f. The English proverb  "To carry coal to New Castle." 

147. saxu-mEÇ-Nyay> 
The maxim of friendship of the good and the honest. 
This maxim is used to denote that friendship with persons that are 
good and honest is permanent in nature and grows in strength and 
intensity with the increase of years. 

148. sah»ar-}an-Nyay> 
The maxim of the wise man that is proud. 
The maxim originates from the fact that if a person possessed of 
wisdom be also proud, his wisdom proves ineffectual, as it thus loses 
its worth and utility. The maxim is therefore used to determine the 
course that is proper and advisable. 

149. is<h-m&g-Nyay> 
The maxim of the lion and the deer. 
The maxim originates from the fact that there is natural enmity 
between the lion and the deer as the former lives upon the flesh of 
the latter, and is used to denote the feeling of enmity that naturally 
exists between the two, one of whom is stronger than and is always 
bent upon doing harm to the other. 

150. is<h-me;-Nyay> 
The maxim of the lion and the sheep. 
The maxim has its origin in the fact that a young lion once strayed 
into a village and mixed with a flock of lambs. It lived there for some 
days, and then when it was able to make sound peculiar to its own race 
or class, it did not perceive it in its proper element. Afterwards a lion 
from the forest came there and taught it what it was, whereupon it 
left the flock of the lambs and went to the forest to join the company 
of lions there. The maxim denotes that under the circumstances, one 
may for the time being in a position not to realize one's true worth 
but at last when under instruction his eyes are opened he behaves in a 
manner true to his self and nature. 
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151. sUcI-kqah-Nyay> 
The maxim of the needle and the kettle. 
It is used to denote that when two things one easy and the other 
difficult are required to be done, the easier should be first attended 
to, as when a smith is required to make a needle and a kettle, he 
should first take in hand the needle as it is comparatively easier. 

152. sUyaeRdy-ASt-Nyay> 
The maxim of sunrise and sunset. 
The maxim takes its origin from the erroneous notion regarding the 
motion of the sun who has, broadly speaking, no motion, but still 
erroneously believed by people to be rising in the east and setting 
down in the west, and is used to denote various sorts of erroneous 
notions that the human nature is subject to. 

153. saepan-Aaraeh[-Nyay> 
The maxim of going upstairs. 
It is used to denote that one must perform his duties, gradually, just 
as one going upstairs must proceed by passing the steps one after 
another. 

154. saepan-Avraeh[-Nyay> 
The maxim of coming downstairs. 
Just as one coming down from the first floor or the second floor must 
have to pass the steps in gradual succession, or there is every chance 
of suffering a fall and breaking his limbs, so in retracing one's course 
in the performance of a work, he should proceed very cautiously, or 
his whole previous labour may come to nothing. 

155. Swan-pulk-Nyay> 
The maxim of the cooking pot and boiled rice. 
In a cooking pot all the grains being equally moistened by the hot 
water, when one grain is found to be well cooked, the same may be 
inferred with regard to other grains. So the maxim is used when the 
condition of the whole class is inferred from that of a part. 
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156. S)iqk-laEihTy-Nyay> 
The maxim of the crystal and the red flower called japa. 
This maxim is used to denote the property of a purely transparent 
object to reflect the colour of a thing presented before it, just as a 
crystal which is naturally white, looks red, when a red flower called 
japa, is placed before it, and the flower being removed, the crystal 
assumes its own white colour again. 

157. Sv_aavae duirt³mae-Nyay> 
The maxim of Nature is unchangeable. 
This maxim is used to denote that one's own nature is not changed. 

158. hStamlk-Nyay> 
The maxim of the amalak (a fruit of the Emblis amaroblams) on the 
palm of the hand. 
This maxim is used to denote the facility of studying a thing most 
familiarly over which one has full control just as an amalak fruit on the 
palm of the hand may be easily and fully known in all its various 
particulars. 

159. hiSt-yUw-pit-Nyay> 
The maxim of the leader of a herd of elephants. 
The maxim is used to denote that a popular leader must have courage, 
strength and discretion enough to guide, help, and protect his 
followers, just as a leader of the herd of elephants. 

160. ùd-n³-Nyay> 
The maxim of the lake and the crocodile. 
This maxim originates from an idea, that if any one live in a lake and 
quarrel with the crocodile in possession of that lake, he is sure to get 
the worst of it, and is used to denote that it is unwise and injurious, 
on the part of a person to serve a master and at the same time to find 
fault with his principles etc.  

*** 
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Lesson 81 
Sanskrit Proverbs 

¥þþ½ˆÅþ½Æ·þ¡þ: 
Lokoktaya-s are different from the Nyaya-s in that a whole sentence is used 
to convey an idea and not just a couple of words. These proverbs are picked 
from subhashitas, poems, dramas..... the field is completely open. If the 
proverb is understood in the correct context, they can be used very 
artistically. For example, if your kid is giving you a tough time about taking 
Sanskrit lessons and you'd like him to begin, throw in the first proverb after 
your lecture for good measure! 
Some of these proverbs are explained in Hindi also. Also don't be surprised 
if two proverbs teach two completely opposite ideas. English does that too- 
Too many cooks spoil the broth vs. Many hands make light work! 

1. AgCDn! vEnteyae=ip pdmek< n gCDit , 
A non-flying eagle does not move forward a single step. 

2. A»maéý suPt< ih hTva ik< nam paEé;m! , 

 gaed me< saeye hu@ kae marna hI Kya zUrta hE ? 
Can killing one who is asleep on someone's lap constitute bravery? 

3. A¼ar> ztxaEten milnTv< n muÂit , 

 kaeyla sEkfae< bar xaene pr _aI s)ed nhI< haeta , 
Coal does not loose its dirt (does not become white) even it were to be 
washed a hundred times. (People do not give up their intrinsic 
natures.) 

4. A¼Ik&t< suk&itn> pirpalyiNt , 
 The virtuous make good their promise. 

5. Aitpircyadv}a sNttgmnadnadrae _avit , 
 Familiarity breeds contempt. 

6. AitdpeR hta l»a , 
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 Pride goeth before a fall. 

7. Ait svRÇ vjRyet! ,  

 iksI _aI cIj kI Ait bhut burI haetI hE , 
Excess in all matters is to be avoided. 

8. AitSneh papz»I , 
 Over-affection is apt to suspect evil. 

9. At&[e pitte vi û SvymevaepzaMyit , 

 "as-)Us n imlne pr AiGn Svy< zaNt hae JaatI hE , 
If fire were not to receive fuel (if fire were to 'fall' in a place where 
there is no grass) it would extinguish by itself.  

10. AixkNtu n dae;ay , 

 ijtna Aixk hae, %tna hI ACDa , 
The more the merrier/ more is better. 

11. AØuvad! Øuv< vrm! Awva vrm* kpaetae n ñae myUr> , 
 A bird in hand is better than two in the bush. 

12. ANya gitnaRiSt, ANyCDr[< nalaeKyte , 
 There is no alternative. 

13. Aip xNvNtir> vE*> ik< kraeit gtayui; , 
When it is time to die, what can even Dhanvantari do? 

14. AiàySy c pWySy vKta ïaeta c dulR_a> , 

 Aiày AaEr ihtkr bat khne rhne pr vh xIre-xIre Sv_aav hI bn jata hE, 
It is difficult to find a speaker and a listener in matters relating to 
that which is beneficial and difficult to digest. 

15. A_yasat! jayte n&[a< iÖtIya àk&it> , 
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 iksI cIj ka A_yas krte rhne pr vh xIre-xIre Sv_aav hI bn jata hE , 
The constant study of something involves its absorption and then 
becomes a man's second nature. 

16. AxaeR"qae "ae;mupEit nUnm! Awva sMpU[RkuM_aae n kraeit zBdm! , 

        Axjl ggrI Dlkt jay , 
 An empty vessel makes much noise. 

17. ALpiv*a _ay»rI , 
A little knowledge is a dangerous thing. 

18. AvZymev _aaeKtVy< k&t< zu_aazu_am! , 
 As you sow, so shall you reap. 

19. AVyviSwticTtSy àsadae=ip _ay»r> , 

 AVyviSwt buiÏ vale laegae< kI mehrbanI se _aI frna caih@, 
Favour received from people whose hearts are not in the right place, 
is dangerous. 

20. Aak{QjlmGnae=ip Zva ilhTyev ijþya , 

 iksI kI kae$ Aadt mrne tk _aI nhI< DUqtI , 
Even when submerged in water upto its neck, the dogs still licks with 
its tongue. (A habit lasts a lifetime.) 

21. Aa}a guê[a< ýivcar[Iya , 
 The command of elderly persons should not be called in question. 

22. Aature inymae naiSt, 

"brahq me< kanUn nhI< idoa$ deta, 
There are no rules to be followed in bad times. 

23. Aature Vysne dui_aR]e yiSt:Qit s baNxv>, 
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 bImarI, musIbt AaEr Akal ke smy jae saw de vhI sCca baNxv hE, 
In illness, bad times and famine, he who sticks by one is the true 
friend.  

24. AapdweR xn< r]et!, 
 One should save for a rainy day. 

25. Aapid S)urit à}a ySy xIr> s @v ih, 

 AapiTt ke smy ijskI buiÏ kam de %sI kae xEyRvan! khna caih@, 
Whose intelligence is sparked into life in difficult times, he is the 
courageous one. 

26. Aamuoayait kLya[< kayRisiÏ< ih z<sit, 
 Coming events cast their shadow before. 

27. Aaivi:qtae mhaspER> cNdn< ik< iv;ayte, 

 cNdn, iv; VyaPt nhI, lpqe rht _auj¼, 
Even though serpents coil around the sandalwood tree, it can never be 
poisoned. 

28. Aahare Vyvhare v TyKtlJj> suoI _avet!, 

 Aahar AaEr Vyvhar me< s»aec n krnevala suoI rhta hE, 
He who is unhindered in matters relating to food and to behaviour is a 
happy man. 

29. #tae æ:qSttae n:q>, 
Caught between the Devil and the deep blue sea. 

30. #NÔae=ip l"uta< yait àOyaiptE> gu[E>, 
Self praise is no recommendation. 

31. %darcirtana< tu vsuxEv kuquMbkm!, 

 %darcirt pué;ae< ke il@ tae sara s<sar hI Apna kuquMb hE, 
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 To the generous, the whole world is his family. 

32. %idte ih shöa<zaE n o*aetae n cNÔma>, 

 sUyR ke %dy hae jane pr n jugnU AaEr n cNÔma hI j~cta hE, 
When the thousand-rayed sun rises, neither the firefly nor the moon 
can make their presence felt. 

33. %*aeign< pué;is<hmupEit lúmI>, 
 Diligence is mother of good luck. 

34. %pkar> àTyupkare[ inyaRtiytVy>, 
 One good turn deserves another. 

35. %pdezae ih mUoaR[a< àkaepay n zaNtye, 

 mUoR %pdez sunkr AaEr hI _afk %Qte hE<, 
Advice only serves to further instigate fools, not to quieten them. 

36. %pay< icNtyet! àa}> twa ApayÂ icNtyet!, 

 buiÏman! laegae< kae caih@ ik kae$ %pay saecne ke saw-hI-saw %ske Aage-

pIDe _aI saec le<, 
The wise ought to think of not only a solution but everything that is 
related to it to ensure its success. 

37. %:[ae dhit ca¼ar> zIt> k&:[ayte krm!, 

 A¼ar yid grm hE tae haw jla dega AaEr buÀakr Q{fa hae gya tae haw kala 

kr dega, 
Coal when hot, burns the hand and when cold, blackens it. 

38. @kSy ih ivvadae=Ç d¯Zyte n tu àai[n>, 
 It takes two to argue or one swallow does not a summer make. 

39. @ka i³ya Ö(wRkrI àisÏa, 
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 To kill two birds with one stone. 

40. k{qkenEv k{qkm! Awva ipzacana< ipzac_aa;ayEvaeTtr< deym!, 
 Tit for tat. 

41. k:q> olu praïy> , 
 Dependence is indeed painful. 

42. kakae=ip n ik< kuéte cÂ!va saedrpUr[m! , 

 Apna peq kaEn nhI< _ar leta, 
Does not the crow too use its beak to fill its stomach? 

43. kalSy kuiqla git>, 

 smy kI git qeFI haetI hE, 
The passage of time is indeed not straight. 

44. kale olu smarBxa> )l< bXniNt nIty>, 

 %ict smy pr Apna$ g$ nIitya~ iníyhI )l detI hE, 
Disciplines adopted at the correct time come with their desired fruits 
attached. 

45. kale dTt< vr< ýLpmkale bhuna=ip ikm! ? 

 smy pr waefa _aI idya jay tae bhut hE, bad me< Aixk _aI bekar, 
Help provided at the right time, even if little is a great thing. How 
useless is receiving great help at an inappropraiate time! 

46. ik< im:qaNn< orzUkra[am!, 

 gxa<e AaEr sUArae< kae imQa$ iolane se Kya la_a? jEse _aE<s ke Aage bIn bjave 

jae ofI pguray , 
What purpose does feeding sweetmeats to donkeys and pigs? 
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47. ketkI gNxmaºay Svy< gCDiNt ;q!pda>, 

 ketkI ke )Ul kI sugNx sU~~"kr _aaEre< Svy< cle jate hE<, 
The fragrance of the Ketaki blossom attracts bees effortlessly. 

48. kae janait jnadRnmnaev&iTt> kda kId&zI ? 

 kaEn janta hE - _agvan! kb Kya krte hE<  ? 
Who knows what the Lord intends to do and in what manner. 

49. kae n yait vz< laeke muoe ip{fen pUirt>, 
 Wealth is a great attraction or Friends are plenty when the purse is 

full. 

50. ol> s;RpmaÇai[ priCDÔai[ pZyit, 

 du:q laeg dUsrae< ke Daeqe-se-Daeqe dae; kae _aI deo lete hE<, 
The wicked see every fault in others even if they are small as mustard 
seeds. 

51. ol> kraeit duv&RTt< nUn< )lit saxu;u , 

 du:q laeg bura kam krte hE< ikNtu %se sJjnae< kae _augtna pfta hE, 
The wicked perform evil deeds and the effect is upon good souls. 

52. g{fSyaepir ipiqka s<v&Tta, 
 A pimple has grown upon a boil, i.e., this is another evil to add to the 

first. 

53. gtSy zaecn< naiSt , 

 It is no use crying over spilt milk or Let bygone be bygone. 

54. gt> kalae n cayait, 
 Time once past cannot be recalled. 

55. gu[a> pUjaSwan< gui[;u n c il¼< n c vy>, 
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 gui[yae< ke gu[ kI hI kdr haetI hE, %nke kul ya %nkI %è kI nhI<, 
The good qualities in the great souls must be admired, not their age 
and not the external factors that mark them. 

56. vtRmanen kalen vtRyiNt mnIi;[>, 
When in Rome, do as the Romans do. (People should act according to 
their circumstances.) 

57. jlibNduinpaten ³mz> pUyRte "q>, 
 Every drop of water makes a mighty ocean. ( The sequential falling of 

little drops of water fill the pot) 

58. JaanIyat! Vysne imÇm!, 

AapiTt kal me< imÇ kI prI]a kI jatI hE, 
A friend is recognized in times of difficulties. 

59. tSy tdev ih mxur< ySy mnae yÇ s<lGnm!, 
That is sweet to which one is attracted to. 

60. t&i;tae jaûvItIre kUp< onit dumRit>,  

 g¼a ke tq pr rhne vala VyiKt Pyas lgne pr kuAa~~ oaedne ka %p³m krta hE< 

 tae %se mUoR nhI< tae Kya khe<ge ? 
The thirsty fool digs a well at the banks of the Ganga. 

61. tejsa< ih n vy> smIúyte , 

 tejiSvyae< kI %è nhI deoI jatI, 
The enlightened ones are not recognized by their years. 

62. TyaJy< n xEyR< ivxure=ip kale , 

 musIbt ke smy _aI xEyR nhI< Daefna caih@, 
Courage should not be forsaken at difficult times. 
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63. dzznnae=hrt! sIta< bNxní mhaedxe>, 

 sIta cura$ rav[ ne AaEr ba~~xa gya becara smuÔ, 
Ravana carried away Sita and the Great Ocean was bound instead! 

64. duGxxaEte=ip ik< yait vays> klh<stam!, 

duGx se nhla dene pr _aI kaEAa h<s nhI< bnta, 
Even if the crow were to be bathed in milk, it would never become a 
swan. 

65. duGx< pZyit majaRrae n twa lgufahitm!, 

 dux kae deote hI ibLlI ‘f{fe kI mar’ kae _aUl jatI hE, AwaRt! iksI kam kae 

krte smy mnu:y %ske pir[am kae nhI< saecta, 
The cat sees the milk and not the punishment rendeed with a stick. 

66. dudRra yÇ vKtarStÇ maEn< ih zae_anm!, 

 jha~ vacal laeg vKta hae< vha~~ cup rhna hI ACDa hE, 
Where speakers congregate, one would do best to be silent. 

67. dUrSwa> pvRta> rMya>, 
 Distance lends enchantment to the view. 

68. n kacSy k&te jatu yuKta muKtam[e> ]it>, 

 kac ke il@ mi[ kae g~vana %ict nhI<, 
It is not advisable to lose gems for the sake of glass. 

69. n kUponn< yuKt< àdIPte viûna g&he, 
 While the grass grows the horse starves. (It is not correct to dig a 

well when one's house is being ravaged by fire.) 

70. n]Çtara¢hs»la=ip Jyaeit:mtI cNÔmsEv raiÇ>, 
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 hjarae< tare<, ¢h Aaid Kyae< n hae ikNtu ca~dnI rat tae cNÔma ke kar[ hI haetI 

hE, 
There may be many a star and planet but the moonlit night owes itself 
to the one moon. 

71. n itit]asmmiSt saxnm!, 

 shnzIlta se bFkr dUsra kae$ ïe:Q saxn nhI< hE, 
There is no greater means to achieving one's goal than endurance. 

72. n xmRv&Ïe;u vy> smI]te, 

 xmR ke iv;y me< Daeqa ya bfa nhI< deoa jata, 
Age does not determine the one who is established well in Dharma. 

73. n àa[aNte àk&itivk&itjaRyte caeTtmanam!, 

 %Ttm pué;ae< ka Sv_aav mr[pyRNt _aI nhI< bdlta, 
The great ones' natures do not change even at the time of death. 

74. n ibfalae _ave*Ç tÇ ³IfiNt mU;ka>, 
 Where the cat is away the mice will play. 

75. n _avit punéKt< _aai;t< sJjnanam!, 

 sJjn laeg ApnI bat se nhI< plqte, 
Good people do not go back on their word. 

76. n ih AmUla jnïuit>, 

 A)vah ke pIDe kuD-n-kuD sCca$ haetI hI hE, 
Gossip has some base. 

77. n isÏvaKyain Ait³My gCDit ivix>, 
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 isÏ pué;ae< ke vaKyae< ka %Ll'!"n Svy< _aaGy _aI nhI kr skta, ve jae khte 

hE< vhI haeta hE, 
Fate cannot transcend the words of the enlightened ones. 

78. n suv[eR Xvin> tad&k! ka<Sye àjayte, 

 saene me< %tnI Aavaj nhI haetI ijtnI ik ka<se mee< AwaRt! nIc laeg bhut 

bkvas krte hE<, 
Gold does not make as much a noise as brass does. 

79. n Sp&zit pLvlaM_a> pÃrze;ae=ip kuÃr> Kvaip, 

 pÃrmaÇ rh jane pr _aI hawI k_aI iDDlI tlEya ka panI nhI< DUta, 
An elephant, even if caged, does not touch the watersof a small pool. 

80. n ih suo< du>oEivRna l_yte, 
 No pains no gains. 

81. n ih suPtSy is<hSy muoe m&ga>, 

 saeye hu@ is<h ke muo me< Apne-Aap m&g nhI< "us jata, %ske il@ %se àyas 

krna pfta hE, 
The deer do not enter a sleeping lion's mouth.  

82. nairkelsmakara d¯ZyNte ih saxv>, 

 sJjn laeg nairyl ke sman ^pr se kQaer ikNtu nIce se kaeml haete hE<, 
Good souls are like the coconut….hard on the outside but gentle within. 

83. nasmIúy pr< Swan< pUvRmaytn< Tyjet!, 

 Agla kdm jma lene pr hI ipDla kdm %Qana caih@, 
Without checking where the next step should be placed, the previous 
one should not be moved. 
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84. injsdniniv:q> ña n is<hayte ikm! ? 
 Every cock fights best on its own dung hill.  

85. inrStpadpe deze @r{fae=ip Ôumayte, 
The castor plant stands as a tree in a place that is treeless. 

86. p»ae ih n_ais i]Pt> ]ePtu> ptit mUxRin, 
 Slander hurts the slanderer. 

87. pd< ih svRÇ gu[EinRxIyte, 
 Merits command notice or attention everywhere. 

88. py> pan< _auj¼ana< kevl< iv;vzRnm!, 
 Snake’s venom increases by drinking milk. 

89. pvRtonne mU;kaepliBx>, 

 oaeda phaf inkla cuihya, 
The mountain was dug and a mouse emerged. 

90. pa[aE pysa dGxe t³< )UTk&Ty pamr> ipbit, 
 A burnt child dreads the fire. ( a child, whose hand has been burnt by 

hot milk, blows at the buttermilk to coll it.) 

91. à]alnaiÏ p»Sy dUradSpzRn< vrm!, 
 Prevention is better than cure. 

92. àai[na< ih in:k&:qaip jNm_aUim> pra iàya Awva jnnI jNm_aUimí SvgaRdip 

grIysI, 
 East or west home is the best. 

93. àarBxmuTtmjna> n pirTyjiNt, 

 ACDe laeg Apne àarM_a ikye kayaeR< kae pUra krke hI Daefte hE<, 
Great souls do not abndon work that they have started. 
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94. iàyvaKyàdanen sveR tu:yiNt manva>, 

 iày vcn baelne se hI s_aI àsNn hae jate hE<, 
Sweet words make all people happy. 

95. bNxnæ:qae g&hkpaetiíLlaya muoe pitt>, 
 Out of the frying pan into the fire. 

96. blvit sit deve bNxui_a> ik< ivxeym! ? 

 _aaGy ke àbl haene pr bNxu-baNxv Kya ibgaf skte hE< ? 
When one's destiny is strong what can friends and relatives do? 

97. blI bl< veiTt n veiTt inbRl> Awva gu[I gu[< veiTt n veiTt inguR[>, 
 The mighty knows what might is and not the weak. 

98. blIysI kevlmIñreCDa, 

 $ñr kI #CDa hI àbl haetI hE, 
The Lord's desire surpasses all. 

99. bþarM_ae l"ui³ya, 
 Much ado about nothing. 

100. balana< raedn< blm!, 
 Crying is the only strength of a child.  

101. buiÏyRSy bl< tSy, 

 ijske pas buiÏ hE, %sI ke pas bl hE, 
He who has intelligence, is strong. 

102. bu_aui]t< n àit_ait ikiÂt!, 

 _aUoe kae kuD nhI< sUHta, 
The hungry are not aware of anything else. 

103. bu_aui]t> ik< n kraeit papm! ? 
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 mrta Kya nhI< krta ? 
Will not the hungry commit a crime? 

104. bu_aui]tEVyaRkr[< n _auJyte n pIyte kaVyrs> ippasui_a>, 

 _aUoe laeg Vyakr[ nhI< oate AaEr Pyase kaVyrs kae nhI< pIte, 
The hungry cannot eat grammar nd the thirsty cannot drink the 
nectar of poetry. 

105. äuvte ih )len saxvae n tu k{Qen injaepyaeigtam!, 
 Good men prove their usefulness by deeds, not by words. 

106. _aviNt nèaStrv> )lagmE>, 

 )lae< se ldkr pef Svy< Huk jate hE<, 
The fruit laden trees bend low. (Great souls are humble.) 

107. _aivtVytana< Öarai[ _aviNt svRÇ, 

 haenhar vIrvan ke haet cIkne pat, 
For those who are optimistic, doors open everywhere. 

108. i_aNnéicihR laeke, 

 s<sar me< Alg-Alg mnu:yae< kI Alg-Alg éic haetI hE, 
People have different tastes. 

109. _aUyae=ip isKt> pysa "&ten n inMbv&]ae mxurTvmeit, 

 barbar dUx-"I se sIÂne pr _aI nIm ka v&] k_aI _aI imQa nhI< haeta, 
Even if nourished by milk and ghee, the Neem tree does not become 
sweet. (The fruit and the leaves of the tree are bitter.) 

110. mxu it:Qit ijþa¢e ùid halahl< iv;m!, 

 muo me< ram bgl me< DUrI, 
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Sweetness on his tongue, but his heart is filled with poison. (Good on 
the outside and wicked within.) 

111. mn @v mnu:ya[a< kar[< bNxmae]yae>, 

 mnu:yae< ke bNxn AaEr mae] ka kar[ mn hI hE, 
The mind alone is the reason for man's bondage ar liberation. 

112. mnis c pirtu:qe kae=wRvan! kae dirÔ> ? 

 mn ke sNtu:q haene pr Kya xnI AaEr Kya inxRn ? 
When the mind is content, who is rich and who poor? 

113. mnu:ya> SolnzIla>, 

 mnu:y se _aUl hae hI jatI hE, 
Men make mistakes. 

114. mnaeraJyivj&M_a[kr[m!, 
 Building castles in the air. 

115. mNdae=Pyivrtae*aeg> sda ivjy_aaG_avet! Awva znE> pNwa> znE> kNwa znE> 

pvRtl'!"nm!, 
 Slow and steady wins the race. 

116. mNye dujRnicTtv&iTthr[e xata=ip _aGnae*m>, 

 dujRn kI icTtv&iTt bdlne me< Svy< äüa _aI smwR nhI< hE, 
Even Brahma cannot convert an evil person's mind.  

117. mhajnae yen gt> s pNwa>, 
 Do what the great men do. 

118. matlRiúm tv àsadvztae dae;a Aip SyuguR[a>, 

 he ma liúm ! tuMharI k&pa se dae; _aI gu[ hae jate hE<, 
Mother Lakshmi, With Your favour, even faults become merits! 
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119. imt< c sar< c vcae ih vaiGmta, 

 km baelna AaEr saryuKt baelna - yhI baelne kI ïe:Q kla hE, 
Expertise in speaking constitutes speaking little and speaking that 
which has significance. 

120. m&ga m&gE> s¼mnuìjiNt, 
 Birds of the same feather flock together. 

121. yÇ caera n iv*Nte tÇ ik< SyaiNnrI]kE>, 
 Where there is peace at home, there is no need of a judge. 

(Where there are no thieves there is no need of policemen.) 

122. ywakal< Vyvhr, 
 Adapt your conduct to circumstances. 

123. ywa v&]Stwa )lm!, 
As the tree, so the fruit. 

124. yÏaÇa inj_aalp”iliot< tNmaijRtu< k> ]m>, 

 ivixkr iloa kae meqn hara, 
Who has the capacity to erase what Lord Brahma has written upon his 
forehead? 

125. y*ip zuÏ< laekivéÏ nakr[Iym!, 

 y*ip kae$ kayR QIk hE, ikNtu sara smaj %ske ivraex me< hE tae %se nhI< krna 

caih@, 
Though the action may be pure, if it does not have the permission of 
the people, it must not be done and must not be followed. 

126. yStu i³yavan! pué;> s @v, 

 vhI mnu:y hE, jae i³yavan! hae, 
He alone is a man who works. 
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127. yackae yack< d¯:q!va ñanvd! guguRrayte, 
 Two of the traders seldom agree. 

(A beggar, when he sees another one, growls like a dog.) 

128. yad¯zaStNtv> kam< tad¯zae jayte pq>, 

 jEsa sUt vEsa vSÇ, 
As the thread, so the cloth. 

129. yvanae ivSmr[zIla>, 
The youth is apt to forget. 

130. ye gjRiNt muhumuRhujRlxara v;RiNt nEtad¯za>, 
 Barking dogs seldom bite. 

(Thundering clouds do not shower.) 

131. yae ATyuNnt> àptit ikmÇ icÇm! ? 

 jae Aixk ^ca~~$ pr cFte hE vh igrta hI hE, #sme< AaíyR kI Kya bat hE ? 

He who climbs extremely high, falls. What is surprising about this? 

132. yae yÖpit bIj< l_ate sae=ip tT)lm!, 
 As you sow, so shall you reap. 

133. laeke guuéTv< ivprItta< va Svcei:qteNyev nr< nyiNt, 
 Man is the architect of his own fortune. 

134. lae_aae mUlmnwRkm! , 

 lae_a hI sb bura#yae< kI jf hE, 
Greed is the source of destruction. 

135. vcStÇ àyaeKtVy< yÇaeKt< l_ate )lm!, 

 baelna vhI< ACDa hE jha~~ %ska kuD )l imle, 
It is best to speak only where the intended fruit will be achieved. 
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136. vrm* kpaete n ñae myUr> Awva vr< tTkalaepnta itTtrI n punidRvsa<tirta 

myUrI, 
 A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush. 

137. vac> kmaRitirCyte , 

 baelne se khI< ACDa kam krke idoana hE, 
Actions speak louder than words. 

138. ivnapué;kare[ dEv< n isXyit, 
 God helps those who help themselves. 

139. iv;kuM_a< pyaemuom!, 
 A wolf in lamb’s clothing. 

140. iv;mip Kvicd! _avet! Am&t< va iv;mIñreCDya, 

 $ñr kI #CDa se k_aI Am&t iv; twa iv; _aI Am&t bn jata hE, 
The Lord decides if it should be nectar or poison. 

141. iv;Sy iv;maE;xm!, 

 iv; kI dva iv; hI hE, 
Poison is the remedy for poison.  

142. zrIr< va patyaim kayR< va saxyaim, 

 krae ya mrae, 
Do or die. 

143. izris )[I dUre tTàitkar>, 

 spR hE sr pr leikn #laj hE dUr, 
The difficulty has arisen, but its solution is far off. 

144. s tu _avit dirÔae ySy t&:[a ivzala, 
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 Aixk xn ke àit AasiKt hI dirÔta ka sUck hE, 
He who is thirsty for more, is poor. 

145. sTy< äUyat! iày< äUyat! n äUyat! sTymiàym! , 

 sTy baela, iày baelae ikNtu yid sTy Aiày hae tae %se mt baelae, 
Speak truth which is pleasant. Do not speak truth which is unpleasant. 

146. sNtae; @v pué;Sy pr< inxanm!, 

 sNtae; hI mnu:y ka %Ttm xn hE, 
Contentment alone is a man's greatest treasure. 

147. sMpU[RkuM_aae n kraeit zBdm!, 

 pUra _ara huAa "fa k_aI _aI zBd nhI< krta, AwaRt! Aixk pFe-iloe "m{f 

nhI< krte, 
A full pot does not make sound. (The wise do not declare it.) 

148. svRnaze smuTpNne AxR< Tyjit pi{ft>, 
 Something is better than nothing. 

When complete ruin is inevitable, the wise give up their endeavors half 
way. 

149. svRmweRn isXyit, 

 pEse se hI sb kuD isÏ haeta hE, 
Wealth makes all possible. 

150. sveR gu[a> kaÂnmaïyiNt, 

 s_aI gu[ xn me< hI paye jate hE<, 
All qualities take their refuge in gold. (Wealth can make anything 
possible.) 

151. svR< prvz< du>o< svRmaTmvz< suom!, 
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 pravlMbn se du>o AaEr SvavlMbn se suo imlta hE, 
That in the control of others causes pain. That which is in one's own 
control gives happiness. 

152. svR> kaNtm! AaTman< pZyit, 

 s_aI laeg Apne kae buiÏman! hI smHte hE<, 
Each one loves himself the most. 

153. svR> svR< n janait, 

 s_aI kae sb kuD nhI< Aata, 
Nobody knows everything. 

154. sspeR c g&he vasae m&Tyurev n s<zy>, 

 yid spR"r me< invas krta hE tae inZcy hI m&Tyu smHna caih@, 
If one were to dwell in one's house with a snake, death is certain. 

155. s sùt! Vysne y> Syat!, 
 A friend in need is a friend indeed. 

156. suomupidZyte prSy, 
 It is easy to advise or read lectures to others. 

157. SvdezjatSy nrSy nUn< gu[aixkSyaip _avedv}a, 

 Apne dez me< iksI _aI gu[I ka man nhI< haeta, 
The meritorious ones are truly not recognized in their own country. 

158. ha hNt sMàit gtain idnain tain, 
Alas! Those wonderful days are gone! 

159. iht< mnaehair c dul&_a< vc>, 

 sTy kfva haeta hE, 
It is difficult to find words that are both pleasant and beneficial. 
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160. ÿda> àsNna #v gUFn³a>, 

 vEse tae talab bhut suNdr haeta hE, ikNtu %sI me< _ayank mgr iDpe rhte hE<, 
The exterior is pleasant but crocodiles lurk within. 

********* 
 


